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The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules submits the
following items to the Standing Committee on Rules:

1. Proposed amendments to Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure 3, 3.1, 4, 5.1, 10, 25, 28, and 34, approved
by the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules at its
April 30, 1992 meeting. These proposed amendments were
published in August 1991. A public hearing was
scheduled for December 4, 1991 in Chicago, Illinois but
was canceled for lack of interest. The Advisory
Committee has reviewed the written comments and, in
some instances, altered the proposed amendments in
light of the comments. The Advisory Committee
recommends withdrawing the proposed amendments to Rule
35 but requests that the Standing Committee approve-the
other published rules, in their amended form, and send
them to the Judicial Conference. Part A of this
report includes the amended rules. Part B identifies
and discusses the primary criticisms and suggestions;
it also explains the changes made in the text or notes
after publication; and it discusses any disagreement
among the Advisory Committee members concerning the
changes. Part C is a summary of the written comments
received.

2. Proposed amendments to Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure 3(c), 12, and 15, approved by the Advisory
Committee on Appellate Rules by telephone conference
after its April 30 meeting. Proposed amendments,
dealing with the Torres problem, were published under
expedited procedures in February 1992 for a three month



period. The Advisory Committee has reviewed the
written comments and now suggests different changes in
Rule 3(c), proposes a new subdivision for Rule 12, and
suggests style changes in Rules 3(c) and 15(a) and (e).
Part D of this report contains the revised rules; it
also discusses the major criticisms and suggestions
made by the commentators; it explains the changes made
in the rules and notes after publication; and, it
discusses any disagreement among the Advisory Committee
members concerning the approach taken in the revised
draft. Part E is a summary of the written comments
received.

3. Proposed amendments to Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure 35, and 47. These proposals were approved at
the Advisory Committee's April 30th meeting and the
Advisory Committee requests the Standing Committee's
approval of them for publication. If approved, these
new proposals could be published along with the
proposed amendments approved for publication by the
Standing Committee at its January, 1992 meeting
(proposed amendments to Appellate Rules 25, 28, 38, 40,
and 41). Part F of this report contains the draft
amendments to Rules 35 and 47. Part F also contains
proposed amendments to Federal Rule of Appellate
Procedure 6(b)(2)(i); these amendments conform Rule 6
to the Rule 4(a)(4) amendments.

In response to Judge Gerry's letter of March 24, requesting
that each Judicial Conference committee evaluate the need for the
Committee, we recommend that the Advisory Committee on the
Federal Appellate Rules be maintained and that it retain its
present and traditional relationship with the Standing Committee
on Practice and Procedure.

cc: Chairs and Reporters other Advisory Committees
Members and Reporter, Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules
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Part A
Rules published August 1991
Revised drafts - June 1992

1 Rule 3.1. Appeals from a Judgments Entered by a Magistrates

2 Judge in a Civil Cases

3 When the parties consent to a trial before a magistrate

4 judge under pursuant te 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(1), -n appeal from a

5 judgment entered upon the drzctionm 3f Magistrate shall any

6 appeal from the judcment must be heard by the court of appeals

7 pursuant to in accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(3), unless the

,8 parties, in mcordanc with 8 U.C.C. i 636(o)(4), consent to an

9 appeal on the record to a district judge of the district court

10 and thereafter, by petition only, to the court of appeals, in

-.1 accordance with 28 U.S.C. 5636(c)(4). Appeals to the court of

J%;t appeals pursuant to An appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(3) sh-ia-

13 must be taken in identical fashion as an appeals from any other

14 judgments of the district court.

COMMITTEE NOTE

The amendment conforms the rule to the change in title from
"magistrate" to "magistrate judge" made by the Judicial
Improvements Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5089,
5117 (1990). Additional style changes are made; no substantive
changes are intended.
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Part A
Rules published August 1991
Revised drafts - June 1992

1 Rule 4. Appeal as of Right - When Taken
,~ ~

2 (a) Appeals in a Civil Cases.-

3 (1) Except as provided in paragraph (a)(4) of this

4 Rule,._in a civil case in which an appeal is permitted by law as

5 of right from a district court to a court of appeals the notice

6 of appeal required by Rule 3 shall must be filed with the clerk

7 of the district court within 30 days after the date of entry of

8 the judgment or order appealed from; but if the United States or

9 an officer or agency thereof is a party, the notice of appeal may

10 be filed by any party within 60 days after such entry. If a

11 notice of appeal is mistakenly filed in the court of appeals, the

12 clerk of the court of appeals shall must note thereon the date en

13 which it was when the clerk received the notice and transmit send

14 it to the clerk of the district court and it shall be deemed the

15 notice will be treated as filed in the district court on the date

16 so noted.

17 (2) Emeept as provided in (a)(4) of this Rule 4, a A

18 notice of appeal filed after the annuneemcent of court announces

19 a decision or order but before the entry of the judgment or order

20 shall be is treated as filed after such entry and on the day

21 thereef on the date of and after the entry.

22 (3) If a timely notice of appeal is filed by a one party

23 timely files a notice of appeal, any other party may file a

24 notice of appeal within 14 days after the date en whieh when the

6



Part A
Go,, Rules published August 1991

Revised drafts - June 1992

25 first notice ef appeal was filed, or-within the time otherwise

26 prescribed by this Rule 4(a), whichever period last expires.

27 (4) If any party makes a timely motion of a type specified

28 immediately below, the time for appeal for all parties runs from

29 the entry of the order distiosinQ o'fthe last such motion

30 outstanding. This provision applies to a timely motion under the

31 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: is filed in the district court

32 by any party:

33 (-) (A) for judgment under Rule 50(b);

34 -(Aii (B) under Rule 52(b) to amend or make additional

C s findings of fact under Rule 52(b), whether or not em

alteration e.f granting the motion would alter the judgments

37 would be required if the motion is granted+

38 (iii) (C) under Rule 59 to alter or amend the judgment under

39 Rule 59; e*

40 +1v) CM) for attorney's fees under Rule 54 if a district

41 court under Rule 58 extends the time for appeal; or

42 (E) under Rule 59 for a new trial under Rule 59,

43 and to a Rule 60 motion served within 10 days after the entry of

44 iudgment. the time for appeal for all partiecs hall run from the

j 5 entry of the order denying a new trial or granting or denying any

46 ether such motion disposing of the last of all Such motions. A

47 notice of appeal filed before the disposition of any of the aboev

K1I i motions shall have no offet. A new notic- of appeal must be

K1, 7
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Rules published August 1991 a
Revised drafts - June 1992

49 filed within the pr'acribed time mzasured from the entry ef the

50 order disposing of the motion as provided above. A notice of

51 appeal filed after announcement or entry of the Judament but

52 before disposition of any of the above motions is ineffective to

53 appeal from the iudczment or order, or part thereof, specified in

54 the notice of appeal, until the date of the entry of the order

55 disposing of the last such motion outstanding. Appellate review

56 of an order disposing of any of the above motions requires the

57 party, in compliance with Appellate Rule 3(c). to amend a

58 previously filed notice of appeal. An amended notice of appeal

59 must be filed within the time prescribed by this Rule 4 measured

60 from the entry of the order disposing of the last such motion

61 outstanding. No additional fees shall will be required for sueh

62 filing an amended notice.

63

64 (b) Appeals in a Criminal Cases.- In a criminal case, a

65 defendant must file the notice of appeal by a defendant shall ke

66 filed in the district court within 10 days after the entry either

67 of -(+) the judgment or order appealed from, or +i-(- of a notice

68 of appeal by the Government. A notice of appeal filed after the

69 announcement of a decision, sentence. or order--but before entry

70 of the judgment or order--hall be is treated as filed after such

71 entry and en the day thereef on the date of and after the entry

72 If a defendant makes a timely motion specified immediately below, K
8
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73 in accordance with the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, an

74 appeal from a iudament of conviction must be taken within 10 days

75 after the entry of the order disposing of the last such motion

76 outstanding. or within 10 days after the entry of the Judgment of

77 conviction, whichever is later. This provision applies to a

78 timely motion:

79 (1) for judgment of acquittal;

80 2(2) for en arrest of judgments e*

81 flu for a new trial on any ground other than newly

82 discovered evidence. or

C(4) for a new trial based on the ground of newly discovered

evidence if the motion is made before or within 10 days

85 after entry of the ludcnment,

86 has been made an appeal from a judgmant ef convietien may be

87 taken within 10 days after the entry ef an order denying the

88 motion. A motion for a new trial based en the ground cf newly

89 discavered evidence will similarly extend the time for appeal

90 from a judgment of conviction if the motion is made before er

91 within 10 days after entry of the judgment. A notice of appeal

92 filed after the court announces a decision, sentence, or order

93 but before it disposes of any of the above motions, is

94 ineffective until the date of the entry of the order disposing

95 of the last such motion outstanding, or until the date of the

entry of the judgment of conviction, whichever is later.

9
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97 Notwithstanding the provisions of Rule 3(c). a valid notice of

98 appeal is effective without amendment to appeal from an order

99 disposing of any of the above motions. When an appeal by the

100 government is authorized by statute, the notice of appeal shall

101 must be filed in the district court within 30 days after the

102 entry of (i) the entry of the judgment or order appealed from or

103 (ii) the filing of a notice of appeal by any defendant.

104 A judgment or order is entered within the meaning of this

105 subdivision when it is entered bh on the criminal docket. Upon a

106 showing of excusable neglect_ the district court may--before or

107 after the time has expired, with or without motion and notice--

108 extend the time for filing a notice of appeal for a period not to

109 exceed 30 days from the expiration of the time otherwise

110 prescribed by this subdivision.

111 The filing of a notice of appeal under this Rule 4(b) does

112 not divest a district court of jurisdiction to correct a sentence

113 under Fed. R. Crim. P. 35(c). nor does the filing of a motion

114 under Fed. R. Crim. P. 35(c) affect the validity of a notice of

115 appeal filed before entry of the order disposing of the motion.

116 (c) Appeal by an Inmate Confined in an Institution.- If an

117 inmate confined in an institution files a notice of appeal in

118 either a civil case or a criminal case. the notice of appeal is

119 timely filed if it is deposited in the institution's internal

120 mail system on or before the last day for filing. Timely filing

10
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121 may be shown by a notarized statement or by a declaration (in

122 compliance with 28 U.S.C. § 1746) setting forth the date of

123 deposit and stating that first-class postage has been Prepaid.

124 In a civil case in which the first notice of appeal is filed in

12,5 the manner provided in this~ubdivision(,c). the 14-day period

126 provided in paragraph (a)(3) of this Rule 4 for another party to

127 file a notice of appeal runs from the date when the district

128 court receives the first notice of appeal. In a criminal case in

129 which a defendant files a notice of appeal in the manner provided

130 in this subdivision (c), the 30-day period for the government to

3zU,1 file its notice of appeal runs from the entry'of the~ udgment or

order appealed from or from the district court's receipt of the

133 defendant's notice of appeal.

Committee Note

Note to Paragraph (a)(1). The amendment is intended to
alert readers to the fact that paragraph (a)(4) extends the time
for filing an appeal when certain posttrial motions are filed.
The Committee hopes that awareness of the provisions of paragraph
(a)(4) will prevent the filing of a notice of appeal when a
posttrial tolling motion is pending.

Note to Paragraph (a)(2). The amendment treats a notice of
appeal filed after the announcement of a decision or order, but
before its formal entry, as if the notice had been filed after
entry. The amendment deletes the language that made paragraph
(a)(2) inapplicable to anotice of appeal filed after
announcement of the disposition of a posttrial motion enumerated
in paragraph (a)(4) but before the entry of the order, see Acosta
v. Louisiana Dep't of Health & Human Resources, 478 U.S. 251
(1986) (per.curiam); Alerte v. McGinnis, 898 F.2d 69 (7th Cir.
1990). Because the amendment of paragraph (a)(4) recognizes all

.. W', n 5~~~~~~1
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notices of appeal filed after announcement or entry of-judgment--
even those that are filed while the posttrial motions enumerated
in paragraph (a) (4) are pending--the amendment of this paragraph
is consistent with the amendment of paragraph (a)(4).

Note to Paragraph (a)(3).- The amendment is technical in
nature;' no substantive change is intended.

Note to Paragraph (a)(4). The 1979 amendment of this
paragraph created a trap for an unsuspecting litigant who files a
notice of appeal before a posttrial motion, or while a posttrial
motion is pending. The 1979 amendment'requires a party to file a
new notice of appeal after`'the motion's disposition. Unless a
new notice is filed, the court of appeals lacks jurisdiction to
hear, the appeal. Grifcfs v'.l 4Provident', Consumer Discount Co., 459
U.S. 56 (1982). Many litigants, especially pro se litigants,
fail to fille~the second notice of"appeal, and several courts have
expressed dissatisfaction with the rule. See, e.g., Averhart v.
Arrendondo, l'773 F.2d 9191(7th Cir. 1985); Harcon Barge Co. v. D &
G Boat Rentals, Inc., 746 F.2d 278 (5th Cir. 1984), cert. denied.
479 U.S. 930 (1986). [

The amendmentlprovides that a notice of appeal filed before
the disposition of a specified posttrial motion will become
effective upon disposition of the motion. A notice filed before
the filing of one of the specified motions or after the filing of
a motion but before disposition of the motion, is, in effect,
suspended until the motion is disposed of, whereupon, the
previously filed notice effectively places jurisdiction in the
court of appeals.

Because a notice of appeal will ripen into an effective
appeal upon disposition of a-posttrial motion, in some instances
there will be an appeal from a judgment that has been altered
substantially because the motion was granted in whole or in part.
Many such appeals will be dismissed for want of prosecution when
the appellant fails to meet the briefing schedule. But, the
appellee may also move to strike the appeal. When responding to
such a motion, the appellant would'have an opportunity to state
that, even though some relief sought in a posttrial motion was
granted, the appellant still plans to pursue the appeal. Because
the appellant's response would provide the appellee with
sufficient notice of the appellant's intentions, the Committee
does not believe that an additional notice of appeal is needed.

The amendment provides that a notice of appeal filed before
the disposition of a posttrial tollingl'motion is sufficient to

12
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bring the underlying case, as well as any orders specified in the
original notice, to the court of appeals. If the judgment is
altered upon disposition of a posttrial motion, however, and if
a party wishes to appeal from the disposition of the motion, the
party must amend the notice to so indicate. When a party files
an amended notice, no additional fees are required because the
notice is an amendment of the original and not a new notice of
appeal. A

Paragraph (a)(4) is also amended to include, among motions
that extend the time for filing a notice of appeal, a Rule 60
motion that is served within 10 days after entry of judgment.
This eliminates the difficulty of determining whether a posttrial
motion made within 10 days after entry of a judgment is a Rule
59(e) mot-ion, which tolls the time for filing an appeal, or a
Rule 60 motion, which historically has not tolled the time. The

Itel amendment comports with the practice in several circuits of
treating all motions to alter or amend judgments that are made
within 10 days after entry of judgment as Rule 59(e) motions for
purposes of Rule 4(a)(4). See, e.g., Finch v. City of Vernon,
845 F.2d 256 (11th Cir. 1988); Rados v. Celotex Corp., 809 F.2d
170 (2d Cir. 1986); Skagerbera v. Oklahoma, 797 F.2d 881 (1Oth
Cir. 1986). To conform to a recent Supreme Court decision,
however--Budinich v. Becton Dickinson and Co., 486 U.S. 196
(1988)--the amendment excludes motions for attorney's fees from
the class of motions that extend the filing time unless a
district court, acting under Rule 58, enters an order extending
the time for appeal. This amendment is to be read in conjunction
with the amendment of Fed. R. Civ. P. 58.

Note to subdivision (b). The amendment grammatically
restructures the portion of this subdivision that lists the types
of motions that toll the time for filing an appeal. This
restructuring is intended to make the rule easier to read. No
substantive change is intended other than to add a motion for
judgment of acquittal under Criminal Rule 29 to the list of
tolling motions. Such a motion is the equivalent of a Fed. R.
Civ. P. 50(b) motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict,
which tolls the running of time for an appeal in a civil case.

The proposed amendment also eliminates an ambiguity from the
third sentence of this subdivision. Prior to this amendment, the
third sentence provided that if one of the specified motions was
filed, the time for filing an appeal would run from the entry of
any order denying the motion. That sentence, like the parallel
provision in'Rule 4(a)(4), was intended to toll the running of

(do time for appeal if one of the posttrial motions is timely filed.

13
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In a criminal case, however, the time for filing the motions runs
not from entry of judgment (as it does incivil cases), but from
the verdict or finding ofguilt. Thus, in a criminal case, a
posttrial motion may be disposedof more than 10 days before
sentence is imposed, i.e.,before the entry of judgment. United
States v. Hashagen, 816 F.!2d 899, 902 ,n.5 (3d,, Cir., 1,987). To
make itclear that a-notice of appeal need not be filedo before
entry ofjudgment, the amendment states that an appeal may bep,,
taken within 10 days afterthe entry of an order disposing of the
motion, or within,10 days after the entry of judgment, whichever
is later'. ,,;The amendmentdalso changes the languagein the third
sentence providing that an appeal may be taken within 10 days,
after the entry ofan,,order ,denvinh'the motion; the amendment
says instead that an appIeal may,, be,1t~aken within 107days, after the
entry ,o'fan order disposinQ of the last such motion, outstanding.
(Emphas.sq added) The'change recognizethatthere may beI ,
multiple posttrial motioensI filed and'',that, although one or, or e
motions'ma Abe granted in whole or in part, a deflendant maystill
wishtob pursue an,, Iappeal. ,

The amendment also states that a notice of appeal filed
before the'disposition of 'ny of the posttrial tolling motions (
becomes e ffectiv~eupon disposition of the motions. In most K
circuits lanhguage iliply restates the current practice. See
United States v, t Cortes ,8 2 1245 (9th Cir,.), cert. denied

495U.S [39 (1990) ¶Ew cr "t -, however, have questionedta
practice in Light of the, language ~of thie rule, see United States
v. Gargano, 826 F.24 6l0 (thCir 1987), and United States v.
Jones, 6 6§.d 5 (8th C.192,and the committee wishes to(b s uteraene5n9ih of8newFe.R
clarify the rule. The amendment i's consistent with the proposed
amendment of Rule 4(a)(4).,

Subdivision (b) is'lurther,amended in light of new Fed. R.
Crim. P. 35(c), which',authorizes a sentencing court to correct
any arithmetical, technical or other clear errors insentencing
within 7 days',after,''imp sing-the sentence. The Committee
believes that a sentencingc qcourt should be able to act under
Criminal ,ule 35(c) evenlif, alnotice of appeal has already been
filed; and thAt a notice of appeal shouldnot be,affected by the
filing of a Rule 35(c) motion or by correction of a sentence
under Rule 35(c).

Note to subdivision' (). !In Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266
(1988), the gSupreme Court held that aDro se prisoner's notice of
appeal is "ifiled" at the moment of delivery to prison authorities
for forwar dig to the district court. The amendment reflects
that decisid1. Thejlanguage of !the amendment is similar to that

14
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in Supreme Court Rule 29.2.

Permitting an inmate to file a notice of appeal by
depositing it in an institutional mail system requires adjustment
of the rules governing the filing of cross-appeals. In a civil
case, the time for filing a cross-appeal ordinarily runs from the
date when the first notice of appeal is filed. If an inmate's
noticeof appeal is filed by depositing it in an institution's
mail system, it is possible -,that the notice of appeal will not
arrive in the district court until several days after the
"filing" date and perhaps even after the'time for filing a cross-
appeal has expired. To avoid that problem, subdivision (c)
provides,-that in a civil case when an institutionalized person
files a notice of appeal by depositing it in the institution's
mail system, the time for filing a cross-appealruns from the
district court's receipt of the notice. The amendment makes a
parallel- ichange regarding the time for the government-to appeal
in a criminal case.

15
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1 Rule 5.1. Appeals by Permission Under 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(5)

2 (a) Petition for Leave to Appeal; *Answer or Cross Petition.

3 An appeal from a district court judgment, entered after an appeal

4 pursuant-te under 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(4) to a,'district judge ef

5 the district court from a Judgment entered upon directionof a

6 magistrate nudge in a civil case, maybe sought by filing a

7 petition for leave to appeal. . .

Co'mmittee Note

The amendment conforms the rule to the change in title from
magistrate to magistrate judge made by the Judicial Improvements
Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5089, 5117 (1990).

16
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1 Rule 10. The Record on Appeal

2

3 (b) The Transcript of Proceedings; Duty of Appellant to Order;

4 Notice to Appellee if Partial Transcript is Ordered. -

5

6 (3) Unless the entire transcript is to be included, the

7 appellant shall, within the A- days 10-day time provided in

8 paragraph (b)(1) of this Rule 10, file a statement of the issues

9 the appellant intends to present on the appeal, and shall serve

10 on the appellee a copy of the order or certificate and of the

11 statement. If the An appellee deers who believes that a

C > transcript e* of other parts of the proceedings te be is

13 necessary, the appellee shall, within 10 days after the service

14 of the order or certificate and the statement of the appellant,

15 file and serve on the appellant a designation of additional parts

16 to be included. Unless within 10 days after service of sueh the

17 designation the appellant has ordered such parts, and has so

18 notified the appellee, the appellee may within the following 10

19 days either order the parts or move in the district court for an

20 order requiring the appellant to do so.

Committee Note

The amendment is technical and no substantive change is
intended.

Alilv 17
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1 Rule 25. Filing and Service

2 (a) Filing.- Papers required or permitted to be filed in a

3 court of appeals shall must be filed with the clerk. Filing may

4 be accomplished by mail addressed to the clerk, but filing shall

5 net be is not timely unless the papers are recived by the elerk

6 the clerk receives the papers within the time fixed for filing,

7 except that briefs and appendices shall be deemed are treated as

8 filed on the day of mailing if the most expeditious form of

9 delivery by mail1 exceptlhn special delivery, is utilized used.

10 Papers filed by an inmate confined in an institution are timely

11 filed if deposited in the institution's internal mail system on

12 or before the last day for filing. Timely filing of papers by an

13 inmate confined in an institution may be shown by a notarized

14 statement or declaration (in compliance with 28 U.S.C. § 1746)

15 setting forth the date of deposit and stating that first-class

16 postage has been prepaid. If a motion requests relief whieh that

17 may be granted by a single judge, the judge may permit the motion

18 to be filed with the judge, in which event the judge shall must

19 note thereon the date of filing and shall thereafter transmit

20 aive it to the clerk.

Committee Note

The amendment accompanies new subdivision (c) of Rule 4 and
extends the holding in Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266 (1988), to
all papers filed in the courts of appeals by persons confined in
institutions.

18
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1 Rule 28. Briefs

2 (a) Appellant's Brief. of the a~pellant.- The brief of the

3 appellant shall must contain, under appropriate headings and in

4 the order here indicated:

5

6 (5) An argument. The argument may be preceded by a summary.

7 The argument shall must contain the contentions of the

8 appellant with respeet to on the issues presented, and the

9 reasons therefor, with citations to the authorities,

10 statutes_ and parts of the record relied on. The argument

6 1. must also include for each issue a concise statement of the

412 applicable standard of review: this statement may appear in

13 the discussion of each issue or under a separate heading

14 placed before the discussion of the issues.

16 (b) Appellee's Brief. of the Appcllze.- The brief of the

17 appellee shall must conform to the requirements of ubdivizicns

18 paragraphs (a)(1)-(5), except that a statement of jurisdiction,

9 ef-f the issues, -r ef the ease, need net be made unless the

2'0 appe!lee is dizsatisfied with the statement ef the appellant.

21 none of the following need appear unless the appellee is

22 dissatisfied with the statement of the appellant:

23 (l) the jurisdictional statement;

(2) the statement of the issues;

19
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25 (3) the statement of the case;

26 (4) the statement of the standard of review.

27

Committee Note

Note to paragraph (a)(5). The amendment requires an
appellant's brief to state the standard of review applicable to
each issue on appeal. Five circuits currently require these
statements. Experience in those circuits indicates that requiring
a statement of the standard of review generally results in
arguments that are properly shaped in light of the standard.

20
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1 Rule 34. Oral argument

2

3 (c) Order and Content of Argument.- The appellant is entitled to

4 open and conclude the argument. The open.ing arg'umzent shall

5 include a fair statement of the case. Counsel will not be

6 permitted tc may not read at length from briefs, records, or

7 authorities.

Committee Note

Subdivision (c). The amendment deletes the requirement that the
opening argument must include a fair statement of the case. The
Committee proposed the change because in some circuits the court
does not want appellants to give such statements. In those
circuits, the rule is not followed and is misleading.
Nevertheless, the Committee does not want the deletion of the
requirement to indicate disapproval of the practice. Those
circuits that desire a statement of the case may continue the
practice.

21



Part B
Published rules - i
Issues and changes

ISSUES AND CHANGES
Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure

Published August, 1991

Rule 3

There were no comments on the proposed amendments to Rule 3.
The proposed amendments to Rule 3 are interrelated to the
proposed amendments to Rule 4.

The changes approved by the Advisory Committee in Rule 3
after its publication were suggested by the Standing Committee's
Style Subcommittee. The apparent intent of the Style
Subcommittee is to review and revise those rules that the
advisory committees propose amending. The Advisory Committee for
Appellate Rules was favorably impressed with the work done by the
Style Subcommittee, and for the most part adopted its
suggestions. However, the Advisory Committee has some hesitation
about the advisability of'making style changes in some but not
all rules. For example, the Style Subcommittee put rule headings
and subheadings in initial capitals in each of the rules
containing proposed amendments. Will that mean that until the
advisory committee has proposed amendments as to each of the 48
appellate rules, there will be inconsistent capitalization of the
headings? In Rule 3, the Advisory Committee's proposed amendment
affects only subdivision (d), as airesult there isia proposal to
put initial capitals in the heading' ofsubdivision (d), but not
subdivisions (a), (b), (c), or (e). The Advisory Committee could
easily recommend changing the headings of the other subdivisions
of Rule 3 to initial capitals--making Rule 3 internally
consistent--but other suggested alterations of a rule, or part of
a rule, can not be integrated into the remaining rules without
more substantive reflection.

Rather than individually list the style changes that have
been made in the rules and the committee notes, a copy of the
Style Subcommittee's proposed amendments is attached as an
appendix to Part B.

The Advisory Committee unanimously approved many, but not
all, of the changes recommended by the Style Subcommittee. Those
changes that were approved, were approved unanimously and have
been incorporated into the revised draft of Rule 3. This
memorandum will discuss only the suggestions that were not
adopted by the Advisory Committee. The line references here are
to the line numbers on the Style Subcommittee's draft.
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1. At line 3, it was suggested that "serve notice of the filing
... by mailing a copy" be changed to "send a copy of." The
Advisory Committee did not adopt this suggestion because the
term "service" is a term of art with substantive
implications that need further exploration. Similarly at
lines 28, 31, and 38, the verb "serve" is retained and not
replaced by "1sent." Also at line 44, the verb "mails" is
retained and not replaced by "are sent."

2. At several points throughout the rule, it was suggested that
"district clerk" or "appellate clerk" replace "clerk of the
district court" or "clerk of the court of appeals." The
Advisory Committee decided to retain "clerk of the district
court" and "clerk of the court of appeals" to avoid
confusion. The term "district clerk" could include a
bankruptcy clerk, and "appellate clerk" could refer to a
clerk in a district court whose assignment is to prepare the
district court papers for appeal.

3. At line 13, the Style Subcommittee suggested deleting "named
in the notice." The Advisory Committee is of the view that
the notice should designate the court to which the party

C> believes an appeal should be taken. The rule should clearly
indicate where the clerk of the district court should send a
notice of appeal. It is for the court of appeals to
determine whether it has jurisdiction under the applicable
statute.

Rule 3.1

There were no comments on the proposed amendment to Rule 3.1
The Advisory Committee unanimously approved all of the Style
Subcommittee's recommendations and the changes have been
incorporated in the revised draft.

Rule 4

The proposed amendments to Rule 4 serve two main purposes:
first, to eliminate the trap for a litigant who files a notice of
appeal before a posttrial motion or while a posttrial motion is
pending; and second, to "codify" the Supreme Court's decision in
Houston v. Lack, holding that a notice of appeal filed by an
inmate confined in an institution is timely if it is deposited in
the institution's internal mail system, with postage prepaid, on
or before the filing date.

No comments were submitted concerning subdivision 4(c),
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dealing with inmate filings, or subdivision 4(b), dealing with
appeals in criminal cases. Five commentators offered suggestions
for improving subdivision 4(a). Four of them generally supported
the proposed amendments; their suggestions were "fine tuning.."
One commentator suggested taking an entirely different approach
to the 4(a) 4) trap; the committee considered but rejected his
suggestion.

The changes made after publication are:

1. "Except as provided in paragraph (a)(4) of this Rule" is
added to the beginning of paragraph (a)(1). This cross-
reference is intended to alert a reader to the fact that the
time for filing a notice of appeal may be delayed by the
provisions of paragraph (a)(4).

2. At line 39-40 of this amended draft (line 24 of the
published draft), the rule states that a motion for
attorney's fees will extend the time for filing a notice of
appeal if a district judge enters an order, under Rule 58,
extending the time for appeal".1 Two changes have been made
here; first, the description of a Rule 58 order is changed.
The published draft describedl a Rule 58 order as one
"delaying entry of judgm"ent and extending the time for
appeal." In fact, a Rule 58 order usually will be entered ha
after a district court has entered Judgment; therefore, a
Rule i8 order ektends the time far appeal, it does not delay
entry of judgment. Thus the amended description deletes the
reference to "delaying entry of judgment."

Second, lines 39-40 of the amended rule state that a
district court may enter a Rule 58 order extending the time
for appeal until the district court awards attorney's fees.
The published rule stated (atifines 21-25) that a district
court could enter a Rule 58 or0der extending appeal time
until the district court awards costs or attorney's fees.
Because proposed Rule 58 does not authorize a district court
to delay finality of a judgment to award costs, the
reference to costs has been deleted.

1 The Civil Rule 58 order referred to is contained in a
proposed amendment to that rule which is at the same stage of
development as the proposed amendments to Appellate Rule 4'(a).
If any changes are made in proposed Civil Rule 58, the cross-
reference in proposed Appellate Rule 4(a) will need to be
reexamined.
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3. At lines 52-53 the words "effective to appeal from the
judgment or order, or part thereof, specified in the notice
of appeal" have been added. The Advisory Committee believes
that this change, in conjunction with the following
sentence, makes it clear that the first-filed notice of
appeal covers only those judgments or orders specified in
the notice, and that to obtain review of an order disposing
of a posttrial motion the notice of appeal must be amended
to specify that order.,-,

4. Line 55 states that a party must amend a previously filed
notice of appeal to obtain "[a]ppellate review of" an order
disposing of a posttrial tolling motion. The published
draft (at line 43) stated that "an appeal from" such orders
requires amendment of any previously filed notice of appeal.
Because, in some circuits, a decision disposing of certain
the posttrial motions is not independently appealable but is
reviewable only on appeal from the underlying judgment, it
is more accurate to speak of "appellate review of" such
orders.

5. At line 51, the words "announcement or" have been added
between "after" and "entry." This change reinforces the
general rule in paragraph (a)(2) that a notice filed after
announcement of a decision-or order but before entry of the
order is treated as filed after the entry.

6. Lines 61-62 state that "[n]o additional fees are required
for filing an amended notice of appeal."

7. As with the other rules, the Advisory Committee adopted most
of the suggestions made by the Style Subcommittee. This
memorandum discusses only those instances when the Advisory
Committee disagreed with or altered the suggestions made by
the Style Subcommittee.

a. The Style Subcommittee suggested (line 6 of its draft)
that the rule refer to notices filed after the Judie
announces a decision (emphasis added). The Advisory
Committee changed that to after the "court" announces a
decision (line 17 of the amended rules).

b. At lines 9-10 and 93-94 of the Style Subcommittee draft,
it is suggested that the rule treat notices filed after
announcement but before entry as filed "on the date of
entry." The Advisory Committee has changed that to "on the
date of and after the entry" (lines 20 and 71 of the amended
rules).
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c. At line 24 of the Style Subcommittee draft, it is
suggested that the rule state that the time for appeal runs
from the ,,entry ofthe "order disposing of the last such
motion." ,The Advisory Committee added the-word
"outstanding" (line 29 of the amended rules) before the,
period to eliminate ambiguity. Without the modifier,,it is
possible to read the phrase as referring to the posttrial
motion fil~ed last eventhough earlier filed motions have not
yet been 4e4c ded. ,,,,The same languageappears, at, lines 68,
80, 100, and 130 of the Style Subcommittee, draft and the
changes appear at lines 55, 61, 76, and 95 of the amended
rules.

d. Atlinehs ,139 to 142,,the Advisory Committee decided not
to make the, 1 hanges-,suggested by the Style Subcommittee
because the Advisory,, Committee added a new item to its,
agenda dealingiwith ,thfe relationship of these lines to 18
U., S. C. 1 , 37?l and lthe Advisory Committee does4not want to
make lq anfy!,l changes in these lines until it ha's had further
oppprtunitfyj,1 llto consider that item.,,,

e. At page 13 of the Style Subcommittee's draft, the Style
Subcommittee suggested that the note accompanyingparagraph
(a) (3),,,should state that the amendment "merely tightens the
phrasing"' rather thanstating that theamendment ",is
technical in nature." iBecauseMthere is a long tradition of
referring to style pchanges as "technical" and because both
the public and the Congress are familiar with and
comfortable with thatphrasing, the Advisory Committee
decided to retain thereference t~o,,the changes as "technical
in nature."

8. Several changes have.beenmade to the Committee Notes. Most
of the changes simply conform the notes to the changes made
in the text of the rule. Inaddition, the Advisory
Committee has dropped language suggesting that a special
statistical category be created for notices of appeal held
inabeyanceunder the newrule. (The last two sentences of
theJsecond paragraph explaining paragraph (a)(4) have been
deleted.)

No one on the Committee favored the alternate approach
suggested by one commentator. The recommendation was to retain
current Rule 4(a)(4) and allow ad hoc relief by amending Rule 26.
The Committee rejected the suggestion fortwo reasons.

First, the committee favors ,an approachthat eliminates the
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trap2, over one that gives a court discretion to "rescue" a
litigant caught in the trap.

Second, it is not clear thatthe commentator's suggestion
could work. Specifically, the commentator suggested amending
Rule 26 to authorize a party caught in the 4(a)(4) trap to ask a
court to suspend that provision in Rule'4 which invalidates a
notice of appeal filed prior to the disposition of a posttrial
tolling motion. The suggestion assumes that it is Rule 4(a)(4)
that makes a notice of appeal ,anullity if it is filed during the
pendency of one of the posttrial tolling motions. While it is
true that 4(a)(4) states a notice is a nullity if it is filed
during the pendency of any of the named motions, there is a line
of cases indicating that, at least as to some of the motions, it
is the motions themselves that make the appeal premature. The
motions suspend the finality of the underlying judgment, making
appeal premature. See United States v. Dieter, 429 U.S. 6,,8
(1976) (Per curiam); In re X-Cel, Inc., 823 F.2d 192 (7th Cir.
1987). If it is the motion--not Rule 4--that makes'appeal
premature, suspending the provision in Rule 4 will not cure the
problem. The approach taken in the published draft avoids that
problem by providing that a notice is held in abeyance and
becomes effective upondisposition of the motion.

Rule 5.1

There were no comments submitted on the proposed amendments
to Rule 5.1 that change "magistrate" to "magistrate judge." The
Advisory Committee unanimously accepted all of the changes
suggested by the Style Subcommittee and they have been
incorporated in the amended draft.

Rule 10

There were no comments submitted regarding the proposed
amendment to Rule 10; the amendment corrects a printer's error.
The Advisory Committee unanimously accepted most of the changes

2 Rule 4(a)(4) currently provides that if a notice of
appeal is filed before the district court disposes of all
posttrial tolling motions, the notice of appeal is a nullity and
a new notice of appeal must be filed after the disposition of the
motions. Many litigants, especially those whose motions are
denied, fail to file new notices of appeal and their right to
appeal is lost.
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suggested by the Style Subcommittee and those changes have been
incorporated in the amended draft.

The Advisory Committee altered the Style Subcommittee's
suggestions at lines 13 through 15 of the'Subcommittee's draft.
The Style Subcommittee suggested that the second sentence of
paragraph ,(b) (3) state': "An appellee who desires a transcript of
otherparts of the ,proceedings shall . . . file and serve on the
appellan't ,a designation the additional parts . . .. " The
Advisory Committee concluded that dropping the word "necessary"
from theisecond sentence of paragraph (b)(3) would be a
substantivei change. The Advisory Committee unanimously agreed to
changed "the sentence a,,sfollows: "An appellee who believes that a
transcript ofotherparty of the proceeding is necessary, shall
. .,,.'" (Seelines" 11-13 of the amended draft.)

The AdvisoryCommittee also retained the "technical"
amendmentjlllllpanguXage in the Committee Note.

Rule 25

The proposed amendments to` Rule 25 extend the holding in
Houston v. Lack to all papers filed by persons confined in K.
institutions. No comments wereisubmitted regarding these
amendments. The Advisory Committee unanimously adopted all of
the Style Subcommittee's sugges 9 ionsand they have been
incorporated into the amended druaft.'

Rule'28

The proposed amendment to Rule 28 requires that a party's
opening brief include a statement of the standard of review.
Only one comment was received and it was not directed at the
substance-of the amendment. The commentator urged that the
Advisory Committee further amend Rule 28 to state that the
requirements of Rule 28 are exclusive and cannot be altered or
supplemented by local rules. -Although one member of the Advisory
Committee agreed with the commentator, the Advisory Committee did
not adopt the suggestion because-, at this time, it has not
concluded its discussions',about uniformity and the proper role of
local rules. Local experimentation with the contents of briefs
has proven to be a good testing ground for new requirements. The
proposed amendment, as well as the recently added jurisdictional
statement requirement, were both prompted by positive'experience
with local rules.
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"The Advisory Committee unanimously adopted the Style
Subcommittee's suggestions and the changes have been incorporated
in the amended draft.

Rule 34

The proposed amendment deletes the requirement that an
opening argument include a statement of the case. No comments
were submitted. The AdvisoryComm'ittee unanimously adopted the
Style Subcommittee's suggestions and the changes have been
incorporated in the amended draft.

Rule 35

The',proposed amendment to Rule 35 would create a uniform
method for calculating a majority for purposes of hearing or
rehearing a case in banc. The proposal does not count vacancies
or recusals when determining whether a majority favors granting
an in banc hearing. However, it provides that the number of
judges participating in an in banc vote must be a majority of the
active judges,", including any who may be recused.

Five adverse comments were received. The Chief Judges of
four circuits wrote in opposition of the proposal. Three of the
chief judges believe that the method used by a circuit to convene
an in banc hearing is a uniquely internal function. They further
note that the courts of appeals have historically had the power
to define the base from which a majority is determined and that
no compelling reason has been advanced in support of the proposed
change. The fourth chief judge opposes the amendment primarily
because it would lower significantly the number of judges needed
to convene an in banc hearing; he also expresses support for
allowing each circuit to continue to determine its own procedure
for convening an in banc hearing. The fifth commentator opposes
the approach taken in the published draft because, in his
opinion, it allows too small a number of judges to convene the
court in banc, but he, unlike the chief judges, favors a uniform
rule. This commentator would include recused judges in the base
so that a circuit could convene in banc only when a majority of
all judges in regular active service favor the in banc hearing.

One commentator, who commented favorably upon all the
published drafts, supports the amendment but without any
substantive comments.

As a result of the strong opposition, the Advisory
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Committee voted to withdraw the proposed amendment; seven members
favored withdrawal, none opposed it, and one member abstained.
The abstaining member believes that a uniform rule should govern
such a fundamental matter as the process used to convene a court
in banc.
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PRELIhtINARY DRAFT
OF PROPOSED A)SEKDME)tTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE*

Rule 3. Appeal as of Right - How Taken'

* * * * *

1 (d) 19er'V`2Ce-`B1 (Serzving] the liotice [Notice]

2 of appe~a [Appeal]. -The clerk of the district

3 court shall s [send a

4 copy of2] a notice of appeal yu.Cng'\opy

5 thereof to [each party's] counsel of record 'f

6 -each p'ary.othee-r-'nthpe''- '1appel..ant [(apart-from

7 the appellant's)], or, if a party is not

8 represented by counsel, to the party's last known

9 address( hfthat . The [district]

10 clerk shall tEra'n'smtforthwith [forthwith send] a

11 copy of the notice o'fa-ppeal and of the docket

12 entries to the clerk of the court of appeals[.]

13 naifed.;in ,,t~he oie a-, rO~icad th'e clerk of the distric

14 cour-t rThe district clerki shall [likewise]

15 transrni' rsendi co'ies [a coipvy of any later
. . . .. .. ....... .............. . .. ... .... ..... .

16 docket ertrie Fentryl in 'thJt fthel case to the... ..... ..... ..

17 fappellatei clerk. I bf't&'c'-obrt' zfppls:.
~~~~~~~~~~~. ......... ... . . .... ... . . ...... ........ . ... ....vv. t.N ..... ....

18 When an -:.appe is tIn. ..by. ....d.efe.dant, [a .

19 ' The Style Subcommittee has uniformly put rule headings in initial
20 capitals.

21 ' The Style Subcommittee wishes to alert the Appellate Rules
22 Advisory Committee to this change. The use of send' is perhaps a
23 substantive change, but the wording seems more likely than -mail,
24 to endure as technology advances. To simplify, we likewise
25 recommend send' instead of -transmit.'
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26 defendant appeals] in a criminal case, the clerk

27 of.th edistrict court rdistrict clerkI shall also

28 s'erv-e- [send] a copy of the notice of appeal upon

29 [to) the'defendant, either by personal service or

30 by mail addressed to the defendant. The clerk

31 shall note on each copy s [sent] the date on

32 wehic'h [when] the notice of appeal was filed and.

33 if the notice of appeal was filed in the manner

34 provided in Rule 4(c) by an inmate confined in an

35 institution, the date on which the notice of

36 a[ewl was received by the clerk when the clerk

37 received the notice of appeal].` Fra lure' ofb th'e

38 cl'erk [The clerk's failure'] to serve [send] notice
.. . . -: ..... : ............

39 shall [does] not affect the validity of the

40 appeal. Service shall be [is] sufficient

41 notwithstanding the death of a party or the

42 party's counsel. The clerk shall note in the

43 docket the names of the parties to whom the"clerk

44 mails copies [are sent3), with the date of

45 mailing.

* * * * *

* The passive-voice verb is a superior alternative to repeating
clerk, in this way.
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FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE 3

COMMITTEE NOTE

Note to 'ubdivi'sio'n' [paragraph] 3(d).' The
amendment requirei'the'-'district coiurt clerk to transmn.it
(send] to the [appropriate appellat'e]' clerk Df theih'
appropriate-court-o' appea cp (a copy bf''every]
of'asll daocket "e'entries" in'' a`case'--followiing (after) the
filing of a notice of appeal. Th'i-'s 'am'endment '
accompanies the amendment to Rule 4(a)(4)[,) which
provides that [n a case in which [when] one of the post
trial [posttrial] motio~n"s' enumer'ated 'in Rule 4(a)(4'-'Yis
filed, a notice of appeal filed before the disposition
of the motion will become [becomes] effective upon
disposition of-the motiozi. The court of appeals needs
to''-be advised that the filing of a p'ost trial
[posttrial) motion has suspended a notice ''of appeal.
The court of appeals also needs to know when the
district court has ruled on the motion. Transmitting
[Sending] copies of all docket entries following
[after] the filing of a notice of appeal''[is ...filed]
should provide-'th'e courts of appeals with the necessary
information.. 

Bryan Garner, the consultant to the Style Subcommittee, has spoken
with Judge Pointer and Dean Carrington about the use of
subdivision- and paragraph - terms used inconsistently in some

of the drafts that the Subcommittee is working on. We've learned
that, since at least 1936, the standard order has been as follows:

Rule 1

(a) Subdivision

(1) Paragraph

(A) Subparagraph

(i) Item.

The Subcommittee has therefore made the references in these
amendments consistent with the established policy of the federal
drafters. Where a specific paragraph is referred to (e.g.,
(a)(4)], it is preceded by 'paragraph' instead of 'subdivision.-
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4 FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

Rule 3.1. [ppeals [Appeal] from [a] tu'd6gmen-''s t
(Judgment] Entiered by [a] Magistrate-'Judgeiz
[Judge] in (a] Civil Cases [Case]

1 When the,,partiesconsent to a trial before a

2 magistrateudge~ IATsuan~'lto [under] 28,,U.S.C. S

3 636 (c)(1), ( 1)dgeneried upon

4 the Udrectio . ite shal [any:

5 appeal from the judgment must] be heard, by thel

6 court of appeals , n,,,, [in accordance,, with)

7 28 U.S.C. S 636,(c)(3);, unless the parties, :i.

8 acicordance ~with 26 :U.§S.C.. t;E3;6 (<c)(4. consent to :a,, . . o' ..:;.2 r a - .: .... 6.....6....... : ; '. ............ ; .i;;.. : ¢.9Z...9 .>Zv.. :... c o n s e t o:

9 an appeal on the record to a district judge e- the

10 iitrizt eourt and thereafter, by petition only,

11 to the court of appeals[, in accordance with 28 6>

12 U.S.C. S 636(c)(4)). Ap'alsp[An appeal] tot

13 .ou.t`of appeals pursuant to [under] 28 U.S.C. S

14 636(c)(3) shal1l [must] be taken'in identical

15 fashion as [an) xppeals [appeal] from [any) other

16 Dgments [judgment) of the district court.

COMMITTEE NOTE

The amendment conforms the rule to the change in
title from [']magistrate["] to ["]magistrate judge[")
made by the Judicial Improvements Act of 1990, Pub. L.
No. 101-650, 104 Stat. 5089, 5117 (1990).
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Rule 4(a)(4)

If any party makes a timely motion under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: (i) for

judgment under Rule 50(b); (ii) under Rule 52(b) to amend or r.ake additional findings

of fact, whether or not an alteration of the judgment would be required if the motion

is granted; (iii) under Rule 59 to alter or amend the judgment; (iv) under Rule 54 for

costs or attorney's fees if a district court under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58

enters an order delaying entry of judgment and extending the time for appeal; or (v)

under Rule 59 for a new trial, or if any party serves a motion under Rule 60 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure within 10 days after the entry of judgment, the time

for appeal for all parties shall run from the entry of the order disposing of the last of

all such motions.

Using a bufleted list (with letters, for ease of reference) not only displays the points better, but

also improves the sentence structurc:

lf any party makes a timely motion of a type in the list that follows, the time for

appeal for all parties runs from the entry of the order disposing of the last such

motion. This provision applies to a timely motion under the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure:

(A) for judgment under Rule 50(b);
(B) to amend or make additional findings of fact under Rule 52(b), whether or not

granting the motion would alter the judgment;
(C) to alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59;
(D) for costs or attorney's fees under Rule 54 if a district court under Rule 58

delays entry of judgment and extends the time for appeal; and

(E) for a new trial under Rule 59, or if any party serves a Rule 60 motion within

10 days after the entry of judgment.
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FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE 5

Rule 4. Appeal as of Right - When Taken

1 (a) Appeals [Appeal] in [a] -ivl2 [Civil)

2 cashes [Case). -

3 i !'1 4 * * * * *

4 (2) ''Ekpt as provided in (a)(4) of this

5 A i Ie4, a A notice of appeal filed after the

6 announcement .of [judge announces] a decision or

7 order but before the entry of the judgment or

8 order shall be [is) treated as filed after--s'uch

9 ent ry an d.on the day ,t-hereof [on the date of
. . ...... ....... ........ ............. .. 

10 entry').

11 (3) If, tirnly notiee c f appeal Is f i.ed by

12 a [one] party tEimely files a rtimelvl notice of~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... . ... ......

13 a;peal, any other party may file a notice of

14 appeal within 14 days after the date 6n which

is [when] the first notice peal was filed, or

16 within the time otherwise prescribed by this Rule

17 4(a), whichever period last expires.

18 (4) If any nartv makes a timely motion [of a

19 type specified immediately below, the time for

20 The Stvle Subcommittee would like the Appellate Rules Committee to

21 consider this suggested revision. we want to ensure that it will

22 not change the substance of the rule.
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23 appeal for all parties runs from the entry of the

24 order disposing of the last such motion. This

25 provision applies to a timely motion'] under the

26 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure[:] is filed in

27 the distriet eurt by a..y prty

28 (A) for judgment under Rule 50(b);

29 (B) EndKeu S-2(y)' to,,amend or make

30 additional findings of fact [under Rule

31r 52(b)), whether or not a ln al2terti'0n C-f

32; [granting the motion would alter] the

33 judgment[;] w'oul-d- .'be'reaui-red if' the
X ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. A. -e... .. ... ....

34 moti'i s granted;

35 (C) under Rule 59 to alter or amend the

36 judgment [under Rule 59]; e-r-

37 (D) under Rule'54 for costs or attorney's

38 fees runder Rule 541 if a district court

39 under ederal Rule DfCitil rocedure 58
,~~~~~ ... ... .... .. --- . .. ....... ....... ... ..,-v

40 enters-2n order delevin: tdelaysl entry
NA L ~~~~~.. ... . .. . .. ........ . ... .

41 of Judgment and rtcini rextends1 the

42 time for appeal: or

43 ' See footnote 5.
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44 LE. iizrRuI:5. for a new trial [under

45 Rule 59], or if any party serves a rRule

46 601 motion o

47 ce withi 10 days
... . . . .. . . ...... ... ...Is .%&........s

48 after the entry of judgmenttr.1 

49 icr ap~a2 o al)Yptartie's~a1'iisc-xilx~~a

50 theo enty of the order

51 denying -a ncw trial or granting or

52 _ _denying any 6ther such motion disiosinc
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........ .v.I. b.5.%vsv.......-, 

53 c - a.of-t A
....................... .... - ..... ......... I........... ..... .... ........ .... .. I... . ... .. ... ....................

54 noticc ef appeal filed befere thc

55 dispesiticn of any ef the abeve motions

56 shall have no eizeet. i new notiee c f

57 appeal must bc filed within the

58 prescribed time measured frrm the aetry

59 of the ordcr dicposing of thc metien az

60 prvioded abovc. ,e add.itional fees

61 hll& bc rsu re fo_ _uh fling. A

62 notice of appeal filed after entry of

63 the ludQment but before disposition of

64 any of the above motions eha -be--'in
., . , , N .e >. . {. , h .~~~~~~~~~....... . . ... .... ... . ...... ..

65 ibevanice and shall become effective pon
X ~~~~~~~~~~~~... .. ........ ...I .. ... . .. .... . ... ...... ...... ..... ...... ....

66 ris ineffective untill the date of the
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67 entry of an order tWig di~'oses of the
A..................... -..... ......... .. ................... I.......

68 I' f7f`iY`- rdisposing of

69 the last such motion]. An appeal from

70 an order disposing of any of the above

71 motions requires ieiff"'1iEi

72 partywsTrthe-party. in compliance with

73 Appellate Rule 3(c), to amend al

74 previouslv filed notice of appeal .1 . 1

75? ~ compliance with Raule 3 fcY9 Any: suc
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ....... ........ ... ......... , ......... .. ... ....... .. .. ............ .... .............

76 rAn1 amended notice of appeal shall

77 rmust1 be filed within the time

78 prescribed by this Rule 4 measured from

79 the entry of the order disposing of the

80 last of all such motions rmotioni

81

82 (b) Appeals in [a) cNminal

83 rCrininal.? cases [Case). - In a criminal casef,)

84 a defendant ihall rmusti file the notice of appeal

85 by a dcefndant shal be filed in the district

86 -court within 10 days after the entry (either) of

87 (i) the judgment or order appealed from[,] or [of]

88 (id a notice of appeal by the Government. A

89 notice of appeal filed after the announcement of a
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90 decision, sentencef,] or order[ - )but before

91 entry of the judgment or order[ - ][h~ll be [is]

92 treated as filed if..fni.ck. i" n6 t'' ay,

93 [eiiT [on the date when the judgment is

94 entered']. If, a [defendant makes a] timely

95 motion [specified immediately below, in accordance

96 with] under the Federal Rules of Criminal

97 Procedurer, an appeal froma Judgment of

98 conviction must be taken within 10 days after the

99 entry of an order disposing of the last such

100 motion. or within 10 days after the entry of the

101 iudgment of conviction, whichever is later. This

102 provision applies to a timely motion:C

103 jiJ. for iudgment of acouittalLrL:1

104 £2) for be arrest of judgmentW... e*

105 ._L for a new trial on any ground other than

106 newly discovered evidence,"t;] or

107 (41 for a new trial based on the ground of

108 newly discovered evidence if the motion is

.10 97 The Style Subcommittee would like the Appellate Rules Committee to

1 1 0 consider this suggested change. We want to ensure that it will not

change the substance of the rule.
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112 made before or within 10 days after entry

113 of the iudgmentr.V - ha- bcsben mad:

114 an .ppel.rmit.f. znladivntivy'. be.

115 t hf ter the etwTf ;- order

116 CtDa

117 'c1'io'tion' r ; h'. s afe th trvof

118 theF Ed einnt-of co nviction. whih everAs tt K A
. ...... ..~~~~.. ...... . ... .. .... ........ . ..., .... .... . . . ... .. . . . . . .... . . . . .I , ., -- -- . .. ........ . . .

119 motion far a new trial bazcd en thc ground of

120 _ -nwly dieevzered evidenee will similarly zetend

121 -th time for appeal from a jugmcent ef eenvietier

122 if the motion is made bef-r or rwthin 10 days

123 after entry of the judgment. A notice of appea1

124 filed after anno&nrement of tthe court announcesl
-. .... I.. ..... m - .. . ..........

125 a decision, sentence. or orderr.1 but before

126 disposition rit disposes I of any of the above
.. .............. --........ ....... ... .....

127 motions shall be in abeyance and shall-become~~~~~~~~~~~............. . . ......... . . ...................... ................................... - . ..... ... . .......

128 effe6tive uion ris ineffective untill the date of
.... . .............. .......... .

129 the entry of an order that disposes fdisposincl of

130 the last of a11 such moti&ns fmotionl. or upon

131 funtill the date of the entry of the 9udcment of

132 conviction, whichever is later. Notwithstanding

133 the provisions of Appellate Rule 3(c). a valid

134 notice of a2peal is effective without amendment to
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135 azppeal from an order disDosinq of any of the above

136 'motions. When an appeal by the government is

137 authorized by statute, the notice of appeal £hal'l'

138 [must)'be filed in`the district court within 30

139 days after't- e-ePntry Of !E the entry of the

140 judgment or, order appealed from or "(F.).te f±Vin:

141 t (any defendant files) a 'notice of appeal[.] by

142 any defendant':

143 A judgment or order is entered within the

144 meaning of this subdivision when it is entered 'Ln'

145 [on] the criminal docket. Upon a showing of

146 excusable neglect[,) the district court

147 mayi";J - )before or after the time has expired,

148 with or without motion and notice.('[ - ]extend the

149 time for filing a notice of appeal for a period

150 not to exceed 30 days from the expiration of the

151 time otherwise prescribed by this subdivision.

152 The filing of a notice of appeal under this

153 Rule 4(b) does not divest a district court of

154 Jurisdiction to'correct a sentence under Fed. R.

155 Crim. P. 35(c). nor does the filing of a motion

156 under Fed. R. Crim. P. 35(c) affect the validity

157 of a notice of appeal filed before 'isi'sitontof
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158 such rentry of the order disposing of thel motion.

159 (c) A~peals by ran 7 nmrts nmatel confliid

160 TConfined7 in ran7 inYtions frnstitution7. -

161 If an inmate ra Rersoni confined in an institution

162 files a notice-of appeaI in either a civil case or

163 a criminal-case. the notice of appeal is timely

164 filed if it is deposited in the institution's

165 internal mail system on or before the last day for

166 filing. Timely filing may be shown by a notarized

167 statement or by a declaration fMin compliance

168 with 28 U.S.C. 9 1746r)1 setting forth the date of

169 deposit and stating that first-class postage has

170 been prepaid. In ral civil rass fcasel in which

171 the first notice of appeal is filed in the- manner

172 provided in this 'subdivisioni (c) , the
....................~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~......

173 . -24'cav f14-davl period provided in rparagraphi

174 (a)(3) of this Rule 4 for fanlother rties

175 Ipartyl to file [al nitices (noticel of appeal

..................................... .......176 r runsl--from the date fwheni the

177 [district court receives thel first notice of

178 appealf.1 isrened'byt1e nistrict court, In

179 [al criminal cases rcasel in which a defendant
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180 files a notice of appeal in the manner provided in

181 this peracri [subdivisionl (c}. the 30` deay f30-

182 dayl period for the Government to file its notice

183 of appeal s1iiiii rrunsl from the entry of the

184 ludament or order appealed from or from the

185 [district court'sl receipt of the defendant's

186 notice of apprealt.I t~e'disti'ct &?6urt.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Note to Su.division aParagraph (a)](2). The
amendment treats all ,notices [a notice) of appeal filed
after [the) annouhcement o f[a) decisions [decision] or
orders [order,] but before [its) formal entry[,) of
-sucdh-oirders as if the ,n-oti-ces ,`:of ,-app'e'a'.' [notice) had
bee'n'file'dafter sch entry. The amendment deletes
the language that made subdivision [paragraph) (a)(2)
inapplicable to notiies [a notice) of appeal filed
after announcement'o6fthe disposition of post 'trial
motions' [a posttrial motion) enumerated in [parag'raph)
(a-)'(4)j''but before the entry of such orders [the order),
seej..-Acosta v. Louisiana Dept. *fDep''t-- o6f Health &
Human Resources, 478 U.S. 251'(1986) (per curiam); a-.and
Alerte v. McGinnis, 898 F.2d 69 (7th Cir. 1990). '''''
Because the amendment of subdiv ision [paragraph) (a)(4)
recognizes all notices of appeaI... filed after entry of
judgment'[ - )even those that are filed while the post
trial [posttrial) motions enumerated in [paragraph)
(a')'(4) are pending','"[-- )the amendment of this
subdivision [paragraph) is consistent with the
amendment of subdivision [paragraph) (a)(4).

Note to Subdivis'ion [Paragraph] (a)(3). The
amendment is .technicalin nature-` [merely tightens the
phrasing;] no- substantiv'e-'chan'gde''is intended.
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Note to Subdivision [Paragraph] (a)(4). The 1979
amendment of--this. subdivision [paragraph) created a
trap for [an) unsu'spect'ing"''litigants [litigant] who
file''notices-[files a notice) of appeal before post
trial motions la posttrial motion], or while post trial
motionszare"(t'a posttrial motion is] pending. The 1979
amendment requires 'pa'rtie's [a party] to file nrew
notices [a new notice]'bof-appeal after [the motion's]
'dis'p.o'sition 'of the motions. Unless a new notice is
filed, the co'urtofapp:eals lacks jurisdiction to hear
the appeal. Grig s c v5.,AProvi-dent Co'nsumer Discount Co.,
459 U.S. 56 (1982). Many litigants, especially pro se
litigants, fail to file the second notice of appeal[,]'
and several courts have expressed dissatisfaction with
the rule. See, eg., Averhart v. Arrendondo, 773 F.2d
919 (7th Cir. 1985); Harcon Barge Co. v.'D & G Boat
Rentals, Inc., 746 F.2d 278 (5th Cir. 1984), cert.
denied, 479 U.S. 930 (1986).

The amendment provides that h-6tic-e's [a notice] of
appeal filed before [the] dispo'sitio'n'of the [a]
specified Post trial motions [posttrial motion) will
become effecti've ...upon disposition of the motions. A
notice of "-appea-a. filed before the filing of one"'of the
specified'''moit'io'ns or after the filing of a motion but
before disposition of the motion, is, in effect,
suspended until the odisposition of th'emotion [motion
is disposed of, whereu'po). Upon -cisposition- of-the'

ortion, the previously filed notice of,.appeal becomes
effect'_'ive'-to;;l¢.grant -'[effectively places' jurisdiction to
a [in the] court of appeals. The Committee realizes ''''
that holding' not'i`c'e.s [a notice] of appeal it abeyance
will create a new species of appeal that is not truly
'pending"'and recommends that[,) for statistical
purposes[,) appeals [an appeal) held in abeyance not be
counted as pending.' A new statistical classification
may be appropriate.

VII ~Because notices [a notice) of appeal will ripen into
Val [an] effective appeals [appeal] upon disposition of

post trial :motions '[ca''posttrial motion], in some
instances there 1ill be appeals [an appeal) from
judmients [a judgment) that have [has) been altered
substantially because the motions 'were [motion was)
granted in whole or in part." Yany'-such appeals will be

Cn,
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dismissed for want of prosecution when the appellant
fails-to meet the briefing schedule. However,, [But)
the appellee slso may [also] move to have (strike] the
appeal['.] stricken,. When responding to '''such a motion,
the appellant''wo'u6d, have' an opportunity to state
that',3 even, though, some relief% sought in a post ,'-trial
[posttriall motion was granted, the appellant stilt"l.
plans to pursue the appeal. Th'e'[Since the]
appellant's response would providethe appellee with
sufficient notice of rthe tppelants', appellant's)
intentions[,]i that the Committee does not believe that
an,, additional notice of appeal is needed.

The am en'dment, provide,s that, a noticel of appeal filed
bef`ore th edispostion, of ,apos-te-trial]
tolling motion is sufficient to bring the underlying
case to the ,court 'of ,appeals. If the Judgment isi
altered upon disposition of a post.:tria [ppsttriial)
motion, however, and (if) a party wishes to appeal
from the disposition'of tbeIImotion, theLparty must
amend the~notice oi apal , to 1siEo indicate. 'L

subdivison..[Paragraph]MhI'a)(4) also is [also]
ainended''t'o' l'udef,[ ongemotlions thbc'atextend the time
for filing a poticetoqbappeal,IlJ u ionp [a Rule.60
motion) after thai 2rdnt (s S erved within 10
days,, aft~er -~entr f~f 5ud'dent p' mong-h 6 mt-i'on s" t ha t
ext~en~d~tbe < ie f'or f,.i li; ; .oteI t cf peal. 'This
elimihates, the difficuly of wetnylhether a post
tr:aIF d' posttrial) mi6 itI in,0, ays after...
entryi of ,a juidgmnenti~s' a[ 1 o i6'1der [Rue' 59(e)
[motion)', whipbh ~toll tem fr fIingan appeal, or
a motion" mder Rule 0 { So i h historically has

nottolled th timle'. Tea en istonsistent
,[comports) witth the pta tic n c tlsse vtera' lrciisthat
treat [of trelating] a~ll 1 mc.tio s to ....er. or amend
judgments that a.re made withinO'|hz10ds, after entry of
judgment as Rule 59(e) motions for purposes of Rudle
4(a)'(4). See, e.g.., - Finch vl.,Cit Vof Vernon, 845 F.2d
256 ('11th Cir. l98);IiRados &aL6Celotex Corv.;, 809 F.2d
170 ,(2d Cir.196); Skaierbera v. ,,Olahoma, 7.97 F.2d
881!ll(lOth Cir. 198,6)~,. Ho~ev .. tb [o) conform to
recent $upreme Court I deai1ion, (hover1 - )Buchanan v.
Stanships. Inc. 485 J.S.1 11265 b88)E B Bdiunich v.
Becton Dicki~ nson a-nd8 J& o46 & i
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(1988),,[ - the amendment excludes motions for costs
and attorney's fees from the class of motions that
extend the filing time unless a district court, acting
under Rule 58, enters an order delaying the entry of
judgment and extending the time for appeal. This
amendment is to be read in conjunction with the
amendment of Fed. R. Civ. P. 58.

Note to subdivision (b). The amendment
grammatically restructures the portion of this
subdivision that listsatthe.typesiof ,-motions that toll
the time for filing an appeal. This restructuring is
intended to make the rule easier to read. No
substantive change is intended other than to add
motio'ns [a motion] for judgment of acquittal under
Crimina'l Rule 29 to the list of tolling motions. Such
motions ''are [a motion is] the equivalent of a Fed. R.
Civ. P. 50(b) motion's [motion] for judgment
notwithstanding'the''erdict, which, toll [tolls] the
running of time for a p Ipe ls 11in vil*cfases fan appeal
in a civil case).

The proposed amendment also eliminates an ambiguity
from the third sentence of this subdivision. The third
sentence currently provides that if one of the
specified motions is filed, the time for filing an
appeal will run from the entry'of any order denying the
motion. That sentence, like the parallel provision in
Rule 4(a)(4), was intended to toll the, running of time
for appeal if one of the post trial [posttrial] motions
is timely filed. ,ovever 1 in criminal cases [In a
criminal case, howe'ver,] the time for filing the
motions runs not from entry of, judgment (as it does in
civil cases), but from the verdict or finding of guilt.
Thus, in a criminalcase, a post-'trial [posttrial]
motion may be disposed of more than 10 days before
sentence is imposed, z'e.- [i.e.,] before the entry of
judgment. United State's'v. Hashagen, 816 F.2d 899, 902
N.5S [n.5) (3d Cir. 1987). To make it clear that a
notice of appeal need not be filed before entry of
judgment, the proposed amendment states that an appeal
may be taken within 10 days after the entry of an order
disposing of the motion, or within'1I0'days after the
entry of judgment, whichever is later. The amendment
also changes the language in the third sentence which
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provide's [providing] that an appeal may be taken within
10 days 'after the entry of an order denving the motion
and[;] (the amendment] says instead,that an appeal may
be"'taken within 10 days'after the entry of an order
disposin'a of the least bf such motions fmotioni.
:(Emph~sis-Iadded) ((emphasis added)"'.'),'' The chan'ge
recognizes' that'there may be multiple post-trial
[posttrial] motions filed and that[,] alth'ugh'one or
more motions may be granted in whole or in part, a
defendant may still wish toepursue an ,appeal.

The amendment also states that b-6tice.s: [a notice] of
appeal filed"before [the) djdsposit~ionIoof any ,of the
post a'-totrial tposttrtial ]toll'ingpmotion a shal.'1b'1'ome
[becomes]'seffecti veupon disposition of themtoions.
In mos't circ'uits this languae simply restates the
current practicersee Vi Seel United States I.Cortes,
895 F.2d 1245':(9t Ci 990`. Howevaer,'ttwq t [Two)

States v. Jones, 669 F.2d 559 (8th Cirt. 19824'and'[.

axn~en. Tee t of Rle >4(ia)3(4)., ,'

c Subditi'io[ () ise iurt'er mended in light of new
Fed. R. Cri'm. P. 35(c)'0lt',) whic h authorizes [a)
sieht encin e 1 ejcahgptltocrr sect [any) tri-thSetic

[a ith~neip .2I 1tch cl orTothe c"tlea errs

senthe'- ci ithe 7ther ev fr tha a

[ipoin th)snene h Commtteetb rie.es thate

sentencing cour't shoulid be able to act ulnderaCrimina.
Rule 3'5(c) leveTnditfairotiecof istpe1l has already been

[unei Rue3Ru) 
6nffiet,,]and e'~f eo1pdsdl itb

US. 26 (19$8) .'.o, (heis uprtere Courtdeld tnihat [a] prnewFe, R.tl Crm. P 3ui5llo (c).ic In'&Husthon v.Lak,

pr-'sonersg,[,pzisoneru ] otics&[notice] of appeal [e

authorities op i- flrw A di bIg to the cstrict court. The
asmendtentirefl:ects that de'cisbln. ' to languager ofi the
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amendment is similar to that in Supreme Court Rule
29.2.

Permitting inmates to file niotic.eis [a notice] of
appeal by depositing thbe-nioti'ces'(it] in (an]
institutional mail systems''(tsystem] requires adjustment
of the rules governing' t h filing of 'cross appeals
[cross-appeals]. In a civil case[,] the time for
filing a cross appeal [cross-appeal] ordinarily runs
from the date on which [when] the first notice of
appeal is filed-.'' If an,-inm !ate's,-notice of appeal is
filed by depositing it in an institution's mail system,
it is possible that the notice of appeal will not
arrive in the district court until several days after
the "filing" date and perhaps even after the time for
filing a crossa appeal [cross-appeal) has expired. To
avoid that [problem)'',' subdivision (c) provides that in
civfil-cases [a civil case] when [an] institutionalized
personsfile-not'ices [person files a notice) of appeal
by'dcepios'it'i'n'g'"them~s'('it) in [the) institutions'
[institutionIs's) mnail systems (system), the time for
filing cross appeals (a cross-appeal) shall[run (runs)
from the' dist'rict courts' [court's) receipt ofthe
'no tice ppe tice. A prallel provision i.. s
mad6e'['Th'e amendaient makes a parallel change)regarding
the_'time for the government to bring' a"ppeals' 'in
crnminal :'-cases (appeal in a criminal&case').''....

Rule 5.1. Appeal-s by Permission Under 28 U.S.C.
S 636(c)(5)

1 (a) Petition for Leave to Appeal; Answer or

2 Cross Petition. - An appeal from a district court

3 judgment, entered after an appeal pursu.an't:t'o

4 [under) 28 U.S.C. S 636(c)(4) to a district judge

5 ef the diset etecourt from a judgment entered upon

6 direction of a magistrate iudse in a civil case,
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7 may be sought by filing a petition for leave to

8 appeal . . . .

COMMITTEE NOTE

The amendment conforms the rule to the change in

title from magistrate to magistrate judge made by the

Judicial Improvements Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-650,

104 Stat. 5089, 5117 (1990).

5I
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Rule 10. The Record on Appeal

* * * * *

1 (b) The tr Wscz4' [Transcript] of pr-6beeirigs

2 [Proceedings); d o Hot ce

3 .to Wppelee [ifpartiaI irinscrlpt i-dered (Duty

4 of Appellant to Order; Notice to Appellee If

5 Partial Transcript Is Ordered). -

6 * * * * *

7 (3) Unless the entire transcript is to be

8 included, the appellant shall, within the 10 days

9 [10-day) time provided in [paragraph] (b)(1) of

10 this Rule 10, file a statement of the issues the

11 appellant intends to present on the appeal[,] and

12 shall serve on the appellee a copy of the order or

13 certificate and of the statement. If the [An]

14. appellee deems [who desires] a transcript e* of

15 other parts of the proceedings to ybenecessaryr

16 the.appellee shall, within 10 days after the

17 service of the order or certificate and the

18 statement of the appellant, file and serve on the

19 appellant a designation of additional parts to be

20 included. Unless within 10 days after service of

21 such [the] designation the appellant has ordered
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22 such parts, and has so notified the appellee, the

23 appellee may within the following 10 days either

24 order the parts or move in the district court for

25 an order requiring the appellant to do so.

* * * * * 

COMMITTEE NOTE

The amendment (s technical and [merely tightens the
phrasing;) no substantive change is intended.

Rule 25. Filing and Service

1 (a) Filing. - Papers required or permitted to be

2 filed in a court of appeals ishall [must) be filed

3 with the clerk. Filing may be accomplished by

4 mail addressed to the clerk, but filing shall ~not

5 b;e [is not) timely unless the papers !>e receivVed

6 by. the clerk [the clerk receives the papers]

7 within the time fixed for filing, except that

8 briefs and appendices [ha)l.be- [are) deemed

9 [treated as] filed on the day of mailing if the

10 most expeditious form of delivery by mail,

11 excepting [except) special delivery, is Jutli1zed
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12 [used] and exae Tft th thjtperezes tPepers1
, . .. .. ..... .... ............................................................. .................... ...................

13 filed by Tani inmates confined in .nstA.tutions are

14 ran institution are ] timely filed if atheyre

15 deposited in the Jmsfjufj s Iinstitution's]

16 internal mail rystem [systeml on or before the

17 last day for filing, Timely filing of papers by

18 rani inmates confined in istft{btions [an.... .... .......................... .........................

19 institutioni may be shown by [al notarized

_-- 20 statements or delarations statement or..... ... ..... .... . ..... ... .... . .... .. .. . .... I ..........-....... ......

21 declaration] r(lin compliance with 28 U.i.C. 6

22 1746r!l setting forth the date of deposit and

23 stating that first-class postage has been prepaid.

24 If a motion requests relief which [that] may be

25 granted by a single judge, the judge may permit

26 the motion to be filed with the judge, in which

27 event the judge shall [must] note thereon the date

28 of filing and shal, thereafter transmit. [give] it

29 to the clerk.

* * * * *

COMMITTEE NOTE

The amendment accompanies new subdivision (c) of
Rule 4 and extends the holding in Houston v. Lack, 487
U.S. 266 (1988), to all papers filed in the courts of
appeals by persons confined in institutions.
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Rule 28. Briefs

1 (a) (Appellant's] Brief Df'e appe'iant. -The

2 brief of the appellant iall [must] contain[,]

3 under appropriate headings and in the order here

4 indicated:

5 * * * * *

6 (5) An argument. The argument may be preceded by

7 a summary. The argument shai.l[must] contain the -

8 contentions of the appellant wth respect'.to [on]

9 the issues presented, and the reasons therefor,

10 with citations to the authorities, statutes[,] and

11 parts of the record relied on. The argument alsC

12 shall rmust alsol include rfor each issuel a
......... ... .

13 concise statement of the applicable standard of

14 review :6rh issue: ' ,'icf: this statementi may
.. ... ....................... ........................... ..... -...................................

15 be presented rappearl in the discussion of each
. ...... ...~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~............

16 issue or under a separate heading Frecjed~in

17 [placed beforel the discussion of the issues.

18 * * * *

19 (b) fAppellee's] Brieffo theAppelee. - _The

20 brief of the appellee s1all [must) conform to the

21 requirements of subdivi'sions: [paragraphs) (a)(1)-
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22 (5), except that * fitementTw§f juiisdictionw^ of
ssues ',::::e*'~~~ A^h'e'' < '.'............ .... A~W C ~A ~ W)- ..A. WW A.:.rA' A>A~-<{

23 the-issu ' -f'the case. oi-f the standerd of

24 ~aeIe.

25 iaiiii~6~ tii:JEnt

26 [none of the following need appear unless the

27 appellee is dissatisfied-with the statement of the

28 appellant:

29- (1) the jurisdictional statement;

30 (2) the statement of the issues;

31 2 (3) the statement of the case;

32 (4) the statement of the standard of review.]

33
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COMMITTEE NOTE

Note to subdivisi'n (paragraph] (a)(5). The
amendment requires appel'lants'-rbriefs [an appellant's
brief] toestate the standar dof review applicable to
each issue on appeal. Five circuits currently require
such [-these] statements[.]' and those [Experience in
those) circuits' expience [itscuits) indicates that
requiring a emn'a'st'a'tement enf>of th~e standard of review
generally results in arguments b'eing [that are]
propertly"?shaped inslight of the'-'s-tandard.

Rule 34. Oral Argument

,* * * * *

1 (c) Order and conten't [Content] of argument

2 [Argument). - The appellant is entitled to open

3 and conclude the argument. She epening arguenz.t

4 shall ineluad a a'ir- tatement cf the ease.

5 Counsel 'will not be permitted -o [may not] read at

6 length from briefs, records[,3 or authorities.

7 * * * * *

COMMITTEE NOTE

Subdivision (c). The amendment deletes the
requirement that the opening argument shall tmust)
include a fair statement of the case. 'The Committee
proposed the change because in some circuits the court
does not want appellants to give such statements. In
those circuits[,) the rule is not followed and is
misleading. HoweVe-, [Nevertheless,] the Committee
does not want the deletion of the requirement to
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indicate disapproval of the practice. Those circuits
that desire a statement of the case may continue the
practice.

Rule 35. Determination of causis la Cause] by the
Court in Banc"

1 (a) Wea nehh'e

2 [Wdered When a Hearing or Rehearing in Banc Will

3 Be Ordered]. - A majority of the circuit judges

4 who-''. a.r'e currently in regular active service i

5 who are not discualified from narticipatina in the

6 case may order that an appeal or other proceeding

7 be heard or reheard by the court of appeals in

8. banc. except that no in banc hearino or rehearing

9 maybe ordered if the number of Judges not

10 disqualified is less than a majority of those

11 currently in regular active service. !Sucha [A)

12 hearing or rehearing [in banc] is not favored and

13 ordinarily will not be ordered except [in two

14 circumstances:] m when consideration by the full

15 court is necessary to secure or maintain

16 ' The phrase 'in banc' could be rendered either 'In Banc' or 'in Banc' in a
17 title. The Style Subcommittee has rendered it as if the 'in- were a
18 preposition instead of a particle.
19 Incidentally, the majority of the Subcommittee prefers the spelling20 len banc' - the predominant spelling in the United States. But, given21 the spelling in the statute (in banc), the Subcommittee has decided not
22 to create an inconsistency.
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C)

23 'uniformity of its decisions, or (2) when the

24 proceeding involves a question of exceptional

25 importance.

* * * * *

COMMITTEE NOTE

The circuits are di'ded as differ on] whether
vacancies and recusa' 'xe (should be] counted in
determining whether a m'ajority of the judges in regular
active service has ordered a case to be heard or
reheard in banc. The amendment establishes a uniform
rule that vacancies and recusals are not counted, e
[i.e.), that the base from which the majority is
determined consists only of the judges currently in
regular active service who are not disqualified. The
amendment also establishes a quorum requirement that
the number of nondisqualified judges must constitute a
majority of the active judges, including those who may
be recused. Without such a quorum requirement, if
seven of twelve active judges were disqualified, for
example, an in banc could be ordered by a three-to-two
vote among the five 'judges available to sit.

f
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COMMENTS
PROPOSED AENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

PUBLISHED AUGUST, 1991

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO FED. R. APP. P. 4

Six commentators submitted remarks on the proposed
amendments to Fed. R. App. P. 4.

One commentator supports the proposed amendments without
further elaboration.

Four commentators support the approach taken in the proposed
amendments but suggest language changes:
1) two commentators suggest adding language that clarifies

whether an additional fee must be paid when filing an
amendment indicating intent to appeal from an order
disposing of a posttrial motion;

2) two commentators suggest clarifying the nature and form of
an amended notice with regard to

K , - whether it is a new notice of appeal that must be
separately docketed or whether it is an amendment of the
notice in an existing appeal, and
- whether it should be styled "Notice of Appeal," "Amendment
to Notice of Appeal," or "Amended Notice of Appeal" and what
level of formality is required in the body of the notice;

3) one commentator suggests adding a cautionary note to rule
4(a)(1) that would discourage filing notices of appeal while
posttrial motions are pending;

4) one commentator notes that some decisions disposing of post-
trial motions are not appealable independent of an appeal
from the decision in the underlying case and suggests a
language change consistent with that fact;

5) one commentator suggests a language change that would
emphasize that the first-filed notice of appeal is
sufficient to appeal the decision in the case but an
amendment is needed to perfect an appeal from any of the
postjudgment orders; and

6) one commentator suggests eliminating the language in
4(a)(4)(iv) regarding "delaying entry of judgment" and
substituting in its place language that more accurately
reflects the proposed change in Fed. R. Civ. P. 58.

One commentator favors ,an entirely different approach to
loss of the right to appeal that can be created by the 4(a)(4)

Cm"', trap. He suggests making no change in Rule 4 but amending Rule
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26. The Rule 26 amendment would allow a court to suspend that
portion of Rule 4 which states a notice of appeal is a nullity if
it is filed before disposition of the posttrial motions. He
suggests that the suspension should be granted unless the
opposing party can demonstrate prejudice or show cause for not
doing so., If the approach taken'in the published draft is used,
the commentator suggests language changes 1) because a motion for
attorneys' fees is not a motion "under Rule 54"3, 2)'because a
district courttcannot'enter an order "delaying'entry of'
judgment", and, 3) because there is no time limit for filing
motions for attorneys' fees.'

3 A proposed amendment to Fed. R. Civ. P. 54, published
concurrently with the proposed amendment to Fed. R. App. P. 4,
would make a motion for attorneys' fees a Rule 54 motion.'

4 A proposed amendment to Fed. R. Civ. P. 54, published
concurrently with the proposed amendment to Fed. R. App. P. 4,
would impose a 14 day time limit on filing motions for attorneys'
fees. 0
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 4

1. Mr. Gilbert F. Ganucheau
Clerk
United States Court of Appeals
600 Camp Street
New Orleans, Louisiana

Generally supports the approach taken in the amendment but
suggests:
A. Clarifying whether the amendment needed to appeal from

an order disposing of a posttrial motion is a new
notice that must be docketed separately or an amendment
that is filed in the existing appeal. He recommends
that it be treated as an amendment to an existing
appeal.

B. Clarifying whether an additional fee must be paid when
filing an amendment indicating intent to appeal from an
order disposing of a posttrial motion.

C. Adding a cautionary note to rule 4(a)(1) to discourage
filing a notice of appeal while a post-trial motion is
pending.

2. Mark Alan Hart, Esquire
Chair, Appellate Courts Committee of the Los Angeles County
Bar Association
19360 Rinaldi Street, Suite 353
Northridge, California 91326

Supports all the proposed changes.

3. Professor Peter Lushing
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
Yeshiva University
Brookdale Center
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

Notes that some decisions disposing of posttrial motions are
not independently appealable but are reviewable only on
appeal from the judgment in the underlying case. He
suggests a language change consistent with that fact.
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4. Alan B. Morrison, Esquire
Director
Public Citizen Litigation Group
2000 P Street, N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

Generally supports the approach taken in the draft but
suggests:
A. specifying how a party makes the "amendment" required

to appeal from denial of a posttrial motion (in an
"Amendment to Notice of Appeal" or in a "Notice of
Appeal" or even in an "Amended Notice of Appeal?");

B. clarifying whether an additional filing fee will be
charged when an amended notice of appeal is filed.

5. Luther T. Munford, Esquire
Chair, Federal and Local Rules Subcommittee of the ABA
Litigation Section's Appellate Practice Committee
2829 Lakeland Drive
P.O. Box 55507
Jackson, Mississippi 39296-5507

Favors a different approach to loss of the right to appeal
that can be created by the 4(a)(4) trap. He suggests
keeping the current rule but amending Fed. R. App. P. 26(b).
The Rule 26 amendment would allow a court to suspend that
portion of Rule 4(a)(4) that makes a notice of appeal a
nullity if it is filed before disposition of the posttrial
motions. He suggests that the suspension should be granted
unless the opposing party can demonstrate prejudice or show
good cause for not doing so.]

With regard to new 4(a)(4)(iv), Mr. Munford notes that a
motion for attorneys' fees is not a motion "under Rule 54,"
that a district court cannot enter an order "delaying entry
of judgment," and that the rule needs some time restriction.
[Reporter's note: Proposed Civil Rules 54 and 58 are
responsive to the first and third portions of the comments
summarized in this paragraph.]

6. Elizabeth A. Phelan, Esquire
Appellate Practice Subcommittee of the Litigation Section of
the Colorado Bar Association
1881 Ninth Street, Suite 210
Boulder, Colorado 80302

"Strongly" supports the proposed changes but suggests
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language clarifying that the first-filed notice of appeal
must be amended to perfect an appeal from any of the post-
judgment orders. Suggests eliminating the language in
4(a)(4)(iv) regarding "delaying entry of judgment" and
substituting in its place "granting tolling effect to the
motion" or some other similar language that more accurately
reflects the proposed change in Fed. R. Civ. P. 58.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO FED. R. APP. P. 28

There were two comments on the proposed requirement that an
opening brief include a statement of the standard of review.

One commentator simply supported this proposal along with
all of the other proposed amendments to the appellate rules
without further elaboration.

The other commentator urged the inclusion of a statement
that the requirements of Rule 28 regarding the contents of briefs
are exclusive and cannot be altered or supplemented by local
rules. In other words, the commentator wants the rule to
prohibit circuit by circuit variations from the requirements of
Rule 28.
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 28

1. Mark Alan Hart, Esquire
Chair, Appellate Courts Committee
Los Angeles County Bar Association
19360 Rinaldi Street, Suite 353
Northridge, California 91326

Supports this proposed amendment as well as all others.

2. Alan B. Morrison, Esquire
Director
Public Citizen Litigation Group
2000'P Street, N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

Does not oppose the proposed requirement that an opening
brief include a statement of the standard of review. Urges
the committee to state that the requirements of Fed. R. App.
P. 28 regarding the contents of briefs are exclusive and
cannot be altered or supplemented by local rule.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING
PROPOSEDbAMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 35

Six commentators submitted remarks concerning the proposed
amendment of Fed. R. App. P. 35.

One commentator supports this proposed amendment, as well
all other proposed amendments to the appellate rules, without
further comment.

One commentator supports development of a uniform rule but
believes that'recusals should be counted when determining whether
a majority of a court favors in banc'review. He suggests that,
at a minimum, a circuit should convene in banc only if a majority
of two-thirds of the members of the'circuit favor the in banc.
(The draft requires participation by a majority of the members
and a favorable vote by a majority of them.) Another commentator
also opposes the proposed amendment because it lowers
significantly the number of judges needed to bring about an in
banc; but rather than favoring development of a-uniform rule, he
expresses mild 'support for allowing each circuit to continue to
determine itsown procedure. ; ' '

Three commentators oppose not only the approach taken in the
draft but any rulemaking that would curtail the ability of the
circuits to define for themselves the base from which a majority
is determined for purposes of convening an in banc hearing.
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 35

1. Honorable Stephen Breyer
Chief Judge
United States Court of Appeals
U.S. Courthouse Room 1617
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Opposes the proposed amendment because it significantly
lowers the number of judges needed to bring about an in
banc. He expresses mild support for allowing each circuit
to continue having its own rule governing the process used
to convene an in banc hearing.

2. Mark Alan Hart, Esquire
Chair, Appellate Courts Committee
Los rAngeles County Bar Association
19360 Rinaldi Street, Suite 353
Northridge, California 91326

Supports this proposed amendment as well as all others.

3. Honorable Monroe G. McKay
Chief Judge
United States Court of Appeals
6012 Wallace Bennett Federal Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84138-1181

Endorses Chief Judge Sloviter's statement in opposition to
amendment of Rule 35.

4. Alan B. Morrison, Esquire
Director
Public Citizen Litigation Group
2000 P Street, N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

Supports resolving by rule the question of whether vacancies
and recusals should be counted in determining whether a
majority of judges have voted to hear or rehear a case in
banc but opposes the approach taken in the published draft.
The commentator favors maximum participation by judges in an
in banc proceeding. At a minimum, he suggests requiring
participation by at least two-thirds of the total membership
of a circuit.
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5. Honorable Helen W. Nies
Chief Judge
United States Court of Appeals
717 Madison Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20439

Endorses Chief Judge Sloviter's statement in opposition to
the proposed amendment of Fed. R. App. P. 35.

6. Honorable Dolores K. Sloviter
Chief Judge
United States Court of Appeals
601 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106,

Opposes the proposed amendment on the grounds that defining
the body that establishes circuit precedent is a uniquely
local function and the courts of appeals should retain their
power to define individually the base from which a majority
of the court is counted for purposes of convening an in banc
hearing.

.,
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Except that Mr. Hart's letter expressed support for all of the
proposed amendments, there were no comments submitted regarding
the proposed amendments to the following rules:
1. Rule 3 (conforming amendments to the changes proposed in

Rule 4)
2. Rule 3.1 and 5.1 (changing "magistrate" to "magistrate

judge")
3. Rule 10 (correcting a printer's error)
4. Rule 25 (extending the ruling in Houston v. Lack to all

papers filed by persons confined in institutions so that
filing is timely if papers are deposited in the
institution's mail systems on or before the filing date)

5. Rule 34 (deleting the requirement that an opening argument
shall include a statement of the case).
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS,- FED. R. APP. P., 3(c) & 15(a) & (e)
Issues and changes
Revised drafts

Rule 3(c) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure
requires that a notice of appeal "specify the party or parties
taking the appeal." In Torres v. Oakland ScavenQer Co., 487 U.S.
312 (1988), the Supreme Court held that a court of appeals has no
jurisdiction to hear the appeal of a party not properly
identified as an appellant and that the phrase "et al.," is
insufficient to identifyian unnamed party as an appellant. Id.
at 318. Following the Torres ,decision, the courts of appeals
have struggled with how much specificity is sufficient to
identify an appellant. A rule change is important because of the
current confusion among the courts of appeals.

Because of the importance of the Torres problem, at its
January 1992 meeting, the Standing Committee approved immediate
publication of the proposed amendments to Fed. R. App. P. 3(c)
and 15(a) and (e), as well as Forms 1, 2, and 3. Because the
Standing Committee believes that the Torres problem is
sufficiently important to justify shortening the usual
publication period, the Committee voted to publish the rules and
forms only for three months rather than the usual six months.
(Although subpart (e) of Rule 15 is not related to the Torres
question, publication of all the suggested amendments to Rule 15
at one time was approved.) Public hearings were scheduled for
April 8, 1992, but were canceled due to lack of interest.

The published drafts require that each appellant be "named"
in the notice of appeal, except in class actions. Although the
Standing Committee approved publication of the draft amendments
to Rules 3 and 15, the Standing Committee requested that the
Advisory Committee continue to explore other alternatives that
might better preserve as many appeals as possible .

5

5 A special note accompanying the published rules states:
The Committee, after receiving public comment, may

explore other variations of the proposed amendment here
submitted and may recommend a modified amendment
without asking for further public comment,
Accordingly, the Committee welcomes suggestions of
other means to identify appellants in a notice of
appeal.
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There has been a division of opinion among the members of
the Advisory Committee regarding the best way to resolve "the
Torres problem."

At the December 1991 meeting a majority of the Advisory
Committee supported the published draft -- requiring that each
appellant be named -- because it is definitive. The naming
requirement allows both the court and all-parties to know
precisely who is taking the appeal. Consequently, the rule is
easy to administer. Naming also requires each litigant to make
an explicit choice about taking an appeal. Arguably, the draft
resolves the ambiguity of the present-rule by telling lawyers and
litigants that shorthand methods will not suffice.

The published draft accomplishes these goals by incurring
costs, costs that some of the Advisory Committee consider
unacceptable. The greatest is the possibility that the right of
appeal will be lost because of an inadvertent omission of a
party's name. One can also argue that a requirement that a
notice of appeal list all names will simply be overlooked by a
practicing lawyer because in all other filings with a district
court after the complaint such terms as "et al." are-sufficient.

For these reasons, some members of the Advisory Committee
have opposed the approach taken in the published draft and have
favored alternatives that would make it harder for a party to
lose a right to appeal through mistaken nomenclature. One such
alternative, explored briefly at the Committee's December meeting
and in more depth at its April meeting, attempts to resolve the
problem of the lost appellant by providing, in essence, that once
any party brings an appeal all other litigants are parties to the
appeal. Drafts preparedlby both Judge Easterbrook and Professor
Mooney, modeled on Supreme Court Rule 12.4, were considered at
the Advisory Committee's April meeting.

The Supreme Court model leaves to a court of appeals the
task of sorting out those parties who actually have an interest
in being active in the appellate proceeding. It also requires
that a court of appeals realign the parties for purposes of
briefing schedules, etc. The clerks of the courts of appeals met
in late February and discussed the possibility of amending Rule
3(c) along the lines of Sup. Ct. R. 12.4. The clerks and chief
deputies unanimously agreed that given the volume in the courts
of appeals, this task would be a formidable one. It is this
volume problem'that may make the analogy to the Supreme Court's
practice limp. Because most petitions for certiorari are denied,
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the Supreme Court needs to deal with the realignment problem in
only a'relatively few cases. Nevertheless,' the Advisory
Committee agrees that some administrative cost incurred to save
an appeal is salutary. 'Indeed, in its work on Rule 4(a)(4), it
settled on an approach that creates some administrative costs in
orderto ensure that appeals are not lost through'inadvertence.

Following the close ofithe commentperiod, the Advisory
Committee had a telephone conference to discuss the comiments and
to attempt to recontcile the ,Iltwo differing viewpoints.-,,Two of the
seven commentators opposed the approach taken in the published
draft;, thei otherlfiv'e, commentators offered suggestions 'forl l! 

refining tge draft. TheCommittee tried to balance sensibly the
very real concerns of definiteness, certainty, and easeof
administration against the possibility of inadvertent and
excusable loss of appellate' rights.' As a4r ult, it propfses new
amendments, to Rule 3(c) and to Rule 12. l

1 Rule 3. Appeal as of'iig'ht--How Taken

2

3 (c) Content of the Notice of Appeal.'--hre A notice of

4 appeal shall must specify the party'or parties taking the

5 appeal by naming each appellant either in the caption or the

6 body of the notice of appeal. An attorney representing more

7 than one party may fulfill this reauirement by describing

8 those parties with such terms as "all plaintiffs." "the

9 defendants." "the plaintiffs A, B. et al.." or "all

10 defendants except X." A notice of appeal filed pro se is

11 filed on behalf of the party signing the notice and the

12 signer's spouse and minor children. if they are parties.

13 unless the notice of anieal clearly indicates a contrary

14 intent. In a class action. whether or not the'class has
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15 been certified; it is sufficient for the notice to name one

16 person Qualified to bring the appeal as-representative of

17 the class. A notice of appeal also must ± shall designate

18 the judgment, order.. or part thereof appealed from, and

19 shial must name the court to which the appeal is taken. An

20 appeal shall will not be dismissed for informality of form

21 or title of the notice of appeal. or for failure to name a

22 party whose intent to appeal is otherwise clear from the

23 notice. Form 1 in the Appendix of Forms is a suggested form

24 for a notice of appeal.

gas Committee Note

Note to subdivision (c). The amendment is intended to
reduce the amount of satellite litigation spawned by the Supreme
Court's decision in Torres v. Oakland Scavenger Co., 487 U.S. 312
(1988). In Torres the Supreme Court held that the language in
Rule 3(c) requiring a notice of appeal to "specify the party or
parties taking the appeal" is a jurisdictional requirement and
that naming the first named party and adding "et al. ," without
any further specificity is insufficient to identify the
appellants. Since the Torres decision, there has been a great
deal of litigation regarding whether a notice of appeal that
contains some indication of the appellants' identities but does
not name the appellants is sufficiently specific.

The amendment states a general rule that specifying the
parties should be done by naming them. Naming an appellant in an
otherwise timely and proper notice of appeal ensures that the
appellant has perfected an appeal. However, in order to prevent
the loss of a right to appeal through inadvertent omission of a-r party's name or continued use of such terms as "et al.," which
are sufficient in all district court filings after the complaint,
the amendment allows an attorney representing more than one party
the flexibility to indicate which parties'are appealing without
naming them individually. The test established by the rule for
determining whether such designations are sufficient is whether
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it is objectively clear that a party intended to appeal. A
notice of appeal filed by a party proceeding pro se is filed on
behalf of the party signing the noticeand the signer's'spouse
and minor children, if they are parties, unless the notice
clearly indicates a contrary intent.

In class actions, naming each member of a class as an
appellant may be extraordinarily burdensome or even impossible.
In class actions if class certification has been denied, named
plaintiffs may appeal the order denying the class certification
on their own behalf and on behalf tof putative class'members,
United States Parole Comm'n v. Geraghty. 445 U.S. 388 (1980); or
ifthe named plaintiffs choose not to appeal the order denying
the class certification, putative class members may appeal,
United Airlines, Inc., v., McDonald, 432 U.S. 385 (1980). If no
class has been certified, naming each of the putative class
members as an appellantwould often be impossible. Therefore the
amendment provides that in class actions, whether or not the
class has been certified, it is sufficient for the notice to name
one person qualified to bring the appeal as a representative of
the class.

Finally, the rule makes-it clear that dismissal of an appeal
should not occur when it is otherwise clear from the notice that
the party intended to appeal. If a court determines it is
objectively clear that a party intended to appeal, there are
neither,,administrative concerns nor fairness concerns that should
prevent the appeal from going forward.

I Rule 12. Docketing the Appeal; Filing a Representation

2 Statement: Filing Lithe Record,

3

4 (b) Filina a Representation Statement.--Within 10 days

5 after filing a notice of appeal. or at such other time

6 designated by a court of appeals, the attorney who filed the

7 notice of appeal must file with the clerk of the court of

8 appeals a statement naming each party represented on appeal
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9 by that attorney.

10 (b-*- (c} Filing
Committee Note

Note to new subdivision (b). This amendment is a companion
to the amendment of Rule 3(c). The Rule,3(c) amendment allows an
attorney who represents more than-o"nveparty on appeal to
"specify" the appellants by general description rather than by
naming them individually. The requirement added here is that
whenever an attorney files a notice of appeal, the attorney
must soon thereafter file a statement indicating all parties
represented on the appeal by that attorney. Although the notice
of appeal is the jurisdictional document and it must clearly
indicate-who is bringing the appeal, therepresentation statement
will be helpful especially to the court of appealsin identifying
the individual appellants.-

The rule allows a court of appeals to require the filing of
the representation statement at some time other than specified in
the rule so that 'if a court of appeals requires a docketing
statement or appearance form the representation statement may be
combined with it.,

Changes Since Publication

Obviously the new draft is significantly different from the
published draft. The new draft makes it clear that naming each
appellant is the surest way to perfect an appeal on behalf of
each of them; however, the draft gives an attorney representing
more than one party flexibility to use general descriptive terms
as long as the notice makes it clear who intends to appeal. The
companion amendment to Rule 12, requiring a representation

fl, statement, is intended to assist the court of appeals and the
other parties in identifying the individual appellants.

Two commentators suggested that the rule should require
listing the names of the parties in the body of the notice and
that naming parties in the caption should not be sufficient. The
draft continues to provide that naming in the caption is
sufficient. It would create an unnecessary trap to treat the
names in the caption as insufficient.

A provision is added to the rule dealing with pro se
appellants. A notice of appeal filed by a pro se appellant is
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sufficient to perfect an appeal on behalf of the signer's spouse
and minor children if they are parties, unless the notice
indicatesa contrary intent.

With regard to class actions, the published rule provided
that it would be sufficient for a notice to indicate that it is
filedon behalf of the class. The revised draft requires'that
the notice name one person qualified to bring the appeal as
representative ,ofthe class.

Nosubstantive changes are made in Rule 15. Only two
comments were, submittedh,,regarding Rule 15; both support the
approach.>|>taken, in thei,,draft which requires that a petition for
review lor ,enf orcement of agency orders name each party seeking
review. ,[Both comments;,were from'persons who oppose the naming
requirement in Rule 3.,, hey support the naming reqirement in
Rule 115 l,,princ~ipally ,,becau.ise ilthe notice is the first document
filed with any court. The Committee note accompanying
subdivision (a) is amended because it previously stated that
subdivision (a) was a conforming iamendment to Rule '3(c). Style
changes are maide in ,Rule.,15l' consistent ,with the changes
recommended by the'Style $ubcommittee in ,other rules.

Only one minor change is made in the published forms even
though substantive changes have been made in Rule 3(c), and Forms
1 and 2 are governed by Rule 3(c). The published forms indicate
that each appellant/petitioner should be named in the body of the
notice of appeal. Although that requirement has been relaxed in
Rule 3, naming remains thepreferred method andl'the published
amendments to the forms remain appropriate. However, because
Rule 3(c)i, authorizes alternative means an asterisk and footnote
referring the reader to Rule 3(c)i`have been added',to Forms 1 and
2. I
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Rule 15. Review or Enforcement of Agency Qrders - Now

Obtained; Intervention

1 (a) Petition for Review of Order; Joint Petition. -

2 Review of an order of an administrative agency, board,

3 commission, or officer (hereinafter, the term "agency" shall

4 will include agency, board, commission, or officer) shall

5 must be obtained by filing with the clerk of a court of

6 appeals whieh that is authorized to review such order,

7 within the time prescribed by law, a petition to enjoin, set

8 aside, suspend, modify, or otherwise review, or a notice of

appeal, whichever form is indicated by the applicable

10 statute (hereinafter, the term "petition for review" shall

11 include a petition to enjoin, set aside, suspend, modify_ or

12 otherwise review, or a notice of appeal). The petition

13 shall specify the parties must name each party seeking

14 review either in the caption or in the body of the petition.

15 Use of such terms as "et al.." or "petitioners." or

16 "respondents" is not effective to name-the parties. The

17 notice of appeal also must and shal4 designate the

18 respondent and the order or part thereof to be reviewed.

19 Form 3 in the Appendix of Forms is a suggested form of a

20 petition for review. In each case the agency shall must be

|21 named respondent. The United States shall will also be
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22 deemed a respondent if ee required by statute, even though

23 not se designated in the petition. If two or more persons

24 are entitled to petition the same court for review of the

25 same order and their interests are such as to make joinder

26 practicable, they may file a joint petition for review and

27 may thereafter proceed as a single petitioner.

28

29 (e) Payment of Fees. - When filing any separate or

30 joint petition for review in a court of appeals, the

31 Petitioner must pay the clerk of the court of appeals the

32 fees established by statute. and also the docket fee

33 prescribed by the Judicial Conference of the United States.

Committee Note

Subdivision (a). The amendment is a companion to the
amendment of Rule 3(c). Both Rule 3(c) and Rule 15(a) state that
a notice of appeal or petition for review must name the parties
seeking appellate review. Rule 3(c), however, provides an
attorney who represents more than one party on appeal the
flexibility to describe the parties in general terms rather than
naming them individually. Rule 15(a) does not allow that
flexibility; each petitioner must be named. A petition for
review of an agency decision is the first filing in any court
and, therefore, is analogous to a complaint in which all parties
must be named.

Subdivision {e). The amendment adds subdivision (e).
Subdivision (e) parallels Rule 3(e) that requires the payment of
fees when filing a notice of appeal. The omission of such a
requirement from Rule 15 is an apparent oversight. Five circuits
have local rules requiring the payment of such fees, see. e.g..
Fifth Cir. Loc. R. 15.1, and Fed. Cir. Loc. R. 15(a)(2).
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Part D
Rules published February 1992
Issues and changes and
Revised drafts - June 1992

Form 1. Notice of Appeal to a Court of Appeals From a Judgment
or Order of a District Court

United States District Court for the
District of
File Number _

A.B., Plaintiff }

V. ) Notice of Appeal

C.D., Defendant }

Notice is hereby given that C.D., defendant abeve named, [
(here name all parties taking the appeal)

(plaintiffs) (defendants) in the above named case,*) hereby
appeals to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Circuit (from the final judgment) (from an order (describing
it)) entered in this action on the - day of , 19_.

(s)

Attorney for G.D. [ ]
[Address: ]

* See Rule 3(c) for permissible ways of identifying appellants.

In the proposed forms, it is suggested that the text that is
stricken be deleted and that bracketed material be added.
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Rules published February 1992
Issues and changes and
Revised drafts - June 1992

Form 2. Notice of Appeal to a Court of Appeals From a Decision
of the [United States] Tax Court 

TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATE;

[UNITED STATES TAX COURT]
Washington, D.C.

A.B., Petitioner )

v. } Docket No.

Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Respondent I

Notice of Appeal

Notice is hereby given that A.B. [ here name all
parties taking the appeal* 1, hereby appeals to the United
States Court of Appeals for the _ _Circuit from (that part
of) the decision of this court entered in the above captioned
proceeding on the day of _, 19_ (relating
to )._-

(s)

Counsel for A.B.-[ ]
[Address: ]

* See Rule 3(c) for permissible ways of identifying appellants.
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-III< .Rules published February 1992

Issues and changes and
Revised drafts - June 1992

Form 3. Petition for Review of Order of an Agency, Board,
Commission or Officer

United States Court of Appeals for the Circuit

A.B., Petitioner }

V. ) Petition for Review
XYZ Commission,.Respondent }

A.B. [ (here name all parties brinainQ the petition) ]
hereby petitions the court for review of the Order of the XYZ
Commission (describe the order) entered on
19

[ (s))]_________________
Attorney for Petitioners
Address:_
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Part R
Summary of comments )
Re: rules published 2/92

COMMENTS
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TEE FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

PUBLISHED FEBRUARY 1992

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO FED. R. APP. P. 3(c)

Seven commentators submitted remarks on the proposed
amendments to Fed. R. App. P. 3(c).

Two commentators opposed the general approach taken in the
published draft; the remaining commentators suggested refinements
of the proposed draft.

Both commentators opposing the approach taken in the
published draft favored approaches that would better protect a
party's right to appeal. Judge Easterbrook suggested amending
Rule 3(c) in a manner analogous to that used Supreme Court Rules
12.4 and 18.2 so that all parties to the proceeding in the court
whose judgment is to be reviewed are automatically parties in the
court of appeals. Mr. Levy of the Public Citizen Litigation
group suggested amending Rule 3 to state that use of "such
phrases as 'all plaintiffs,' 'the plaintiffs,' 'plaintiffs A, B,
et al.,' or 'all defendants except XI shall suffice to specify
all such parties who are described by the phrase and who are
represented by the attorney signing the notice."

The other five commentators made specific suggestions for
improving the draft amendments:

1. Two commentators questioned the adequacy of the portion
of the amendment dealing with class actions. One of
them suggested that the rule should require the
designation of at least one person qualified to take
the appeal, and the other suggested that the rule
require the notice of appeal to name each class
representative or proposed class representative who
seeks to prosecute the appeal.

2. One commentator suggested that requiring a notice of
appeal to "name each party taking the appeal" is
capable of ambiguity in situations where multiple
parties are represented by separate counsel who would
file separate notices.

3. One commentator suggests that the parties should be
named in the body of the notice, that naming in the
caption should not be an option.

4. Another commentator agreed that the parties should be
named in the body of the notice; he also suggested that K
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the rule require a statement that an appeal is being
taken, and that the Foman standard of "prejudice"
should be incorporated in the rule.
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Summary of comments
Re: rules published 2/92

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 3(c)

1. Honorable Frank H. Easterbrook
United States Circuit Judge
319 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Judge Easterbrook notes that the proposed amendment
clarifies the level of specificity needed to identify the
parties taking an appeal so that any lawyer who reads the
rule can file an effective notice of appeal. However, Judge
Easterbrook notes that the clarity achieved by the change
would come at the expense of parties whose lawyers do not
read the rule and thus fail to follow it. He suggests
taking a different approach. Unless there is evidence that
such an approach causes prejudice to other parties or
disrupts the administration of the courts, Judge Easterbrook
advocates adopting a rule that will protect meritorious
claims to the greatest extent possible. He suggests
amending Rule 3(c) along the line of Supreme Court Rules
12.4 and 18.2 so that all parties to the proceeding in the
court whose judgment is to be reviewed are automatically i
parties in the court of appeals.

Judge Easterbrook favors the amendments to Rule 15, because
it makes sense to require identification - for the first
time in any court - of the persons contesting an
administrative decision.

2. Honorable Ruth Bader Ginsburg
United Stated Circuit Judge
United States Court of Appeals
Washington, D.C. 20001

Judge Ginsburg questions the adequacy of that portion of the
amendment dealing with class actions. She suggests that the
rule should require the designation of at least one person
qualified to take the appeal.

3. Paul A. Levy, Esquire
Public Citizen Litigation Group
Suite 700
2000 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Public Citizen believes that the proposed rule substitutes
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one trap for another. Public Citizen suggests amending Rule
3 to state that "[u]se of such phrases as 'all plaintiffs,'
'the plaintiffs,' 'plaintiffs A, B, et. al.,' or 'all
defendants except XI shall suffice to specify all such
parties who are described by the phrase and who are
represented by the attorney signing the notice."

4. Professor Robert J. Martineau
University of Cincinnati
College of Law
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221-0040

Professor Martineau suggests stylistic changes and three
substantive changes. He suggests that naming the appellants
in the caption should not be sufficient and that the rule
should require naming each appellant in the body of the
notice. He also suggests that the rule should require a
notice of appeal to state that an appeal is being taken. He
further suggests incorporating the "prejudiced" standard
established by the Supreme Court in Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S.
178, 181 (1962) for finding a notice of appeal so defective
as to require dismissal.

5. George W. Morton, Jr., Esquire
Morton, Thomforde & Morton
620 Market Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. Morton states that "name each party taking the appeal"
is capable of ambiguity in situations where multiple parties
are represented by separate counsel and he suggest that
changing the language to "name the party taking an appeal
might be less ambiguous.

6. Honorable Paul M. Rosenberg
United States Magistrate Judge
244 U.S. Courthouse
101 W. Lombard Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-2675

Magistrate Judge Rosenberg believes that the rule should
require the parties to be named in the body of a notice of
appeal and not in the caption because the caption may be
used as a matter of course.
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7. Richard,,C. Warmer, Esquire
O'Melveny & Myers
555' 13thStreet, N.W.E
Washington, D.C. 20004-1109.

Mr. Warmer -esuggests' that -in class action appeals, the rule
should require thenotice o'f appeal to name each class
representative or proposed,,class ,representativewho seeks to
prosecute the appeal.
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' 'mmary of comments
Re: rules published 2/92

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS'ON
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO FED. R. APP. P. 15

Three persons submitted comments on the proposed amendments
to Fed. R. App. P. 15. Two commentators":support the proposed
amendments to Rule 15 even though they oppose the parallel
proposed amendments to Rule 3. These two commentators support
the requirement that a petition for review of an agency decision
list the name of each person seeking review of the agency
decision because the petition for review is the first filing in
any court and therefore it is analogous to a complaint filed in a
district court. The third commentator supported the proposed
amendment but suggested that the rule should require listing the
names in the body of the petition/notice and that listing names
in the caption should not be sufficient.
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF FED. R. APP. P. 15

1. Honorable Frank H. Easterbrook
Circuit Judge
UnitedStates Court of, Appeals
219 Sou~th DearbornStreet"
Chicago,, Illinois 60604

Supports ,the requirement that a notice of appeal name the
persons contesting, theadministrative decision because the
notice-is, the first 4iling in any 'court and, therefore is
analogous to ,acomlaint file'din a district court.

2. Patul, A. LI'evy,'l s I. '
Public Ci'tizen"' Ltigation Group
Suite 700
2000 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Supports the proposed amendment requiring that the notice of
appeal name each petitioner because it is the first filing
with a court and it is filed in a court of appeals rather
than in a district court.

3. Honorable Paul M. Rosenberg
United States Magistrate Judge
244 U.S. Courthouse
101 W. Lombard Street
Baltimore Maryland 21201-2675

Magistrate Judge Rosenberg believes that the rule should
require the parties to be named in the body of a notice of
appeal and not in the caption.
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NEW PROPOSALS

At the Advisory Committee's April 30, 1992, meeting the
Committee approved proposed amendments to two additional rules,
Rules 35 and 47.

The proposed amendment of Rule 35 inserts language stating
that the pendency of a suggestion for rehearing in banc does not
extend the time for filing a petition for certiorari. The
Advisory Committee believes that the amendment should eliminate
confusion arising from the distinction, with regard to the time
for filing a petition for certiorari, between a petition for
panel rehearing and a suggestion for rehearing in banc.

A petition for panel rehearing suspends the finality of a
court of-appeals judgment until a rehearing is denied or a new
judgment is entered following the rehearing. Therefore, the time
for filing a petition for certiorari runs from the date of the
denial of the petition or the entry of a subsequent judgment. In
contrast, a suggestion for rehearing in banc does not toll the
running of time for seeking certiorari.

When a suggestion for rehearing in banc is filed without a
petition for rehearing, a litigant often wrongly assumes that the
filing time for a petition for certiorari is extended and delays
filing a petition for certiorari until the time for filing has
passed. The amendment places a warning in Rule 35, that the time
is not extended.

The proposed amendment of Rule 47 was prepared at the
request of the Standing Committee to require uniform numbering of
local rules and deletion of all language in local rules that
merely repeats the language of the national rules. In addition,
the proposed amendment states that internal operating procedures
should not be used as disguised local rules.
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New proposals June, 1992

1 Rule 35. Determination of a Causee by the a Court in Bane

2 (c) Time for Suqgestion of a Party for Hearing or

3 Rehearing in Banc: Suggestion Does not stay Mandate.- If a

4 party desires to suggest that an appeal be heard initially

5 in banc, the suggestion must be made by the date e,-n whieh

6 when the appellee's brief is filed. A suggestion for a

7 rehearing in banc must be made within the time prescribed by

8 Rule 40 for filing apetition for rehearing, whether the

9 suggestion is made in such petition or otherwise. ,The-

10 pendency of such a suggestion; whether or not included in a

11 petition for rehearings shall will not affect the finality

12 of the judgment of the courtIof appeals, extend the time for

13 filina a petition for certiorari. or stay the issuance of (

14 the mandate.

Committee Note

subdivision (c). The amendment makes no substantive change;

it simply includes within the text of the appellate rules the

rule enunciated in Supreme Court Rule 13.4. The committee hopes

that inclusion of this language will alert litigants and lawyers

to the fact that, although a petition for panel rehearing
suspends the finality of a court of appeals judgment and extends

the time for filing a petition for certiorari, a suggestion for

rehearing in banc does not extend the time for filing a petition

for certiorari.
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1 Rule 47. Rules by of a Courts of Appeals

2 After diving appropriate Public notice and opportunity for

3 comment. E each court of appeals by action of a majority of

4 the circuit judges in regular active service may from time

5 te time make and amend rules governing its practice net in -

6 that are consistent with, but not repetitive of. these riues

7 Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. In all easea not

8 provided for by rule, the courts of appczas may regulate

9 their practiee in any manner not inconsistent with thsce

10 riules. All generally applicable directions to parties or

11 their lawyers regardina practice before a court must be in

1-2 local rules rather than internal operating procedures or

standing orders. Any local rule that relates to a topic

14 covered by the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure must be

15 numbered to correspond to the related federal rule. Cepies

16 of all rules made by a oourt of appeals shall upon their

17 promulgation be furnished to the Administrative Offioe of

18 the United States Ccurt_. The clerk of each court of

19 appeals must send the Administrative Office of the United

20 States Courts a copy of each local rule and internal

21 operating procedure when it is promulgated or amended. In

22 all cases not provided for by rule, a court of appeals may

23 regulate its practice in any manner not inconsistent with

24 these federal rules.
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Committee Note

The primary purpose of these amendments is to make local
rules more accessible. The amendments make three basicchanges.
First, the rule mandates a uniform numbering system under which
local rules are keyed,,to the national rule., For example, Rule 27
or these rules governs motions; ifa court of appeals prescribes
a rulegoverning motions, the court,,of appeals must number,,the
rule in a manner that indicates that the local rule relates to
motions, such as CircuitRule 27 orLocalRule 27.1. I f a local
rule onn a topic covered by' the federal rules uses the same
number, notice of the existence of the local rule and
accessibility to it are improved. In addlition,,tying the number
of a local pule to , cthe,,orresponding national rule should
eliminate thepercelved need to repeat language from the national
rules in the local erules.

Second, the rule also requires courts of appeals to delete
from their local rules all language that merely repeats the
national rules., Repeating the requirements of a national rule in
a local rule obscures the'local variation. Eliminating the
repetition will,,leave only the-local variation and the existence
of a local rule will signal ai special local requirement. In >
addition, the restriction preventsthe interpretation
difficulties that arise when there arie minor variations in the
wording of a national and a localrule.,

Third, the rule requires a courtof appeal to observe the
distinction between a rule and an internal operating procedure.
An internal operating procedureshoulonot contain a directive to
a lawyer or a party; an internal operating procedure should deal
only with how a court conducts its internal business. Placing a
practice oriented provision in the internal operating procedures
may cause a practitioner, especiallyone from another circuit, to
overlook the provision.

The opening phrase of the rule regarding publication and a
period for comment before adoption of a rule simply reflects
procedures mandates by the 1988 amendment of 28 U.S.C. § 2071.
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At the Advisory Committee's April 30th meeting, the
Committee also approved amending Rule 6(b)(2)(i) to conform that
provision to the proposed amendment to Rule 4(a)(4). The
Committee referred the rule to the Bankruptcy Advisory Committee
for its consideration. With-the concurrence of the Chair and
Reporter of the Bankruptcy Advisory Committee, the Advisory
Committee on Appellate Rules submits these changes for your
consideration.

1 Rule 6. Appoals in b.nkruptoy easeso from final judgmonto

2 and orders of diotriot courts or of bankruptoy appcllato panols

3 Appeal in''a Bankruptcy Case from a Final Judgment, order, or

4 Decree of a District Court or of a Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.

5

6 (b)(2)(i) Effect of a Motion for Rehearing on the Time for

Appeal. If any party files a timely motion for rehearing under

8 Bankruptcy Rule 8015 is filed in the district court or the

99 bankruptcy appellate panel, the time for appeal to the court of

i° appeals for all parties shall runs from the entry of the order

Li dynying the rchearing or the entry of the subsequent judgmernt

12 disposing of the motion. A notice of appeal filed after

13 announcement or entry of the district court's or bankruptcy

;14 appellate panel's iudq-ment, order. or decree, but before

is disposition of the motion for rehearing, is ineffective until the

i6 date of the entry of the order disposing of the motion for

i7 ,rehearing. Appellate review of the order disposing of the motion

18 remuires the party, in compliance with Appellate Rules 3(c) and

19 6(b)(1) (ii), to amend a previously filed notice of appeal. An

amended notice of appeal must be filed within the time prescribed
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21 by Rule 4. excluding 4(a)(4) and 4(b). measured from the entry of

22 the order disposina of the motion. No additional fees will be

23 recuired for filinc the amendednotice.

Committee Note

Note to Subparagraph (b)(2)(i). The amendment accompanies
concurrent changes to Rule 4(a)(4). Although Rule 6 never
included language such as that being changed in Rule 4(a)(4),
language that made a notice of appeal void if it was filed
before, or during the pendency of, certain posttrial motions,
courts have found that a notice of appeal is premature if it is
filed before the court disposes of a motion for rehearing. See,
e.g., In re X-Cel. Inc.. 823 F.2d 192 (7th Cir. 1987); In re
Shah, 859 1463 (loth Cir. 1988). The committee wants to achieve
the same result here as in Rule 4, the elimination of a
procedural trap.
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